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ummer weather, >
a big consignment!
iderwear

T.L. Evans & Co.
DEPARTMENT STORE

Biddeford Me,

19c to $ 1.00 each

245'247-251 Main St

50c to p. 00 each
9c to 50c
i
ind others at 59c, 69c/

$1.50, Si.75 arid $2.00'
59. 75c» 79c> 89c. $i.Qo,
;<>, Sa.98'and $3.25*

25c to 13.50 each

¿1,00 to $2.50 each

kee Girl” Coatj

Latest
large cities at $2.00
Bl.25

Underwear
The best in the market at
these prices First quality Fine
grade, well made.
Ladies’ bleached jersey rib
bed vests, short sleeves, and
sleeveless, round neck and V
neck, also, lace trimmed 12 i-2c
and 25c Qutsizes 15 and 29c.

Ladies’ fitted vests, low neck
short sleeves and sleeveless 25c.
Ladies’ high heck vests, long
and short sleeves 25c. Outsizes
29c.

N STORE

. BIDDEFORD

Misses’ jersey ribbed vests»
high neck, long sleeves, high
neck, short sleeves and low neck
short sleeves, 12 I-2C
Boy’s balbriggan shirts,? short
sleeves 25 c.

¿RATION AT

ug Store
s only, with their ft
nt” SALE
¡able Money-Saving saledi
han the value of any oU

¡ties to each customer,
TOILET GOODS
I. R. Ladies Combs, 2feä
ike Castile Soap,
2 fori
llycerine Soap,
2 feilt
French Tooth Brush,
¡ox Foot Tablets,
2forfi '
iox Toilet Soap,
2 felt
ox Talcum Powder, 2 for llr
’ooth Brushes,
2fe&
Villiams Shav. Sdap, 5 2 feilt
ponges for Bath,
2 feit
ir Cold Cream, 2 for it
¡be Tooth Paste
2 for St
oL Morin’s Tooth Powder,. ®
2 ¡or ft M
in Old Dutch Cleanser 2fellt

Boy s’ balbrig gari knee

drawers 25c
Ladies’ knee pants lace trim
med 25c. Outsizes 29c.

Ladies’ light weight union
suits, round neck, short sleeves
or sleeveless, khee’ pants and
lace trimmed 50c.

Ladies’, union suits with V
;jieck, shof^sleeveS'.or sleeveless^
knee pants and lace; trimmed 50c
Outsizfes 59c.
z

I. L. Evans & Co.
- D.

LIVINGSTONE MURRAY

and Oils, Cigars and Tobacci'

Physician and Surgeon

noset Chocolates, Stations;
and Chemical^. 7

Special attention given to all diseases
of the lungs.
OFFICE IN ODD FELLOWS BLOCK
Telephone conhection. Night calls
calls promptly answered.

G STORE
Biddeford, Bail

TO LET

ENT

House of 8 rooms and stable on Port
land St. City Water, Room for large
garden. For particulars enquire of
William R. Day, Box 274, Kennebunk
port, Maine.
3w29

BITS OF WORLDLY WISDOM

ays
Ï14

Some people get religion every time
they get sick.
Even the egotist sometimes has the
wool pulled over his I’s.

Many a parvenue has the best of
everything except manners.
Many a widow doesn’t really feel
as black as she is dressed.

Flattery is about the only cement
that will mend a broken heart.
The fellow who sings his own
fraises generally sings falsetto.

It takes a dentist to pull a man’s
tooth, but anybody can pull his leg.

Any man can wake up some mornIng and find some other fellow famous.

two days we hai
lows. Will hai
Sall.
:

NOIL
Biddeford, Maint

When a woman strikes a bargain
■he generally takes one of her own
■tze.

It is almöst as hard to teach an old
dog new tricks as to find the new
tricks.
, Our best friends are always those
Who keep their opinions of us to them-'
•elves.
Seeing is believing, but the wide
Awake man isn’t always the most
•redulous

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

County Progressives
Meet Here Today

An Ad In This Paper wiU
Bring You Business
PRICE, THREE CENTS
FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

European Letter

little [plots of ground bordered with
Ball Game
treos, often with grape vines festooned
from one to the other, giving very
About 200 fans attended the opening
graceful effect, i
MObfTE CARLO, MONACO, NICE
But the green fié Ids were all left be ball game of the seasop on the play
We have been having the most de hind as- we reached beautiful Venice, ground diamond Saturday afternoon
lightful trip to the Riveira, and the the ‘Bride of the Sea’ and with all of and witnessed the defeat of the East
only trouble was, that we were so com our baggage piled in with us in a long Rochester, N. H., team by the fast
pletely fascinated it was hard work to black gondola began our narrow way Kennebunk A. A. in a comedy of errors.
Delegates from all the, cities and he be the tag of the party. Further tear ourselves away.
among narrow canals bordered with tall The diamond had been rolled the day
towns in York County assembled in more, he does not mean to be led by
The railway frpm Genoa to Monte rumbling palaces; down the Grande before and was very fast, in fact a
Kennebunk today for a very successful anyone nor go to any other state for Carlo runs through the most charming
Canal bright with flashing lights, past little faster than most of the players
Progressive Convention; . The first his sailing directions.
country, blue waters on one side, tower the dreary prison where crossing the who had much difficulty in fielding
move of the Bull Moose in organizing
Here he outlined an original comedy ing mountains on the other.
grounders.
‘Bridge of Sighs’ the condemned bid
thé convention was to elect John G. The scene is in Bangor with the stage
C. Coombs started for the locals in
Tunnels abound, however, and when farewell to- life and hope, under the
Smith of Kennebunk as chairman, sitting ‘wide open.”
The sheriff is one is exclaiming over the beauty of
the
box and was able to hold the visit
while H. C. Hume was chosen secre the ruling spirit of that peaceful little some delightful deene it is trying to be Rialto that Shakespeare has made ors scoreless for three innings in spite
immortal,
to
our
stopping
place
facing
tary. Reverend F. L. Cann opened the scene. Enter governor, and crossing plunged in blackness, and if -new joys
of poor support. Brother “Knuck” re
convention with a prayer. Kenneth W. stage, gives letter to sheriff, who re were not continually opening before us the Grand Canal where we found a placed him in the fifth and although
pleasant
room
awaiting
us.
Sutherland of Saco, thé chairman of turns it to governor with a smile. it would be harder still.
allowing five passes and several hits,
We hurried out as soon as dinner was but two tallies were secured off his de
■the Credential Committee, reported This contagiously catches the gover
We had read of Monte Carlo, but no
that One hundred and eighteen dele nor, so they both smile contentedly, words can fitly describe the place, over to St. Mark’s Square, which was livery. Durgin was on the mound for
gates were present at the1 meeting. and the andience smiles, too—all this Nature has done much, but man has ablaze with lights and gay with a happy the visitors and allowed ten hits which
The following officers were chosen as in Bangdr. And then | as the curtain assisted nature in such marvelous crowd of people gathered to listen to coupled with nine errors gave Kenne
'nominations:
\
'
creaks downward, the issue disappears fashion, instead of being the ' den of the music of a band which gave con bunk 15 runs. He pitched Al ball in
Register of Deeds, Dr. Chas. H. Hurd in blue smoke.'
wickedness that perhaps some fancy it, certs every night during our stay. It spots the heaviest hitters in the local
was an attractive scene; on one side the
of Biddeford,
Mr. Emerson continued
that the it seems more like an earthly Paradise. beautiful St. Marks and the Doge’s team retiring in 1-2-3 order in the 4th,
5th and 7th innings while eleven men
Sheriff, Horace Hanson óf Lyman.
One of our first visits was to the
Republicans had voted, with the Demo'County Attorney, William B. Ran-' crats to banish the specter of Roose- casino; such a beautiful place, especially palace close at hand, the towering faced him in the 3rd gathering six runs.
Campanile erected to replace the old
dall, Cornish.
Spiller of the visitors was high man
veltism. He told of meeting an old when the electric lights are turned on
Statò Senators,. John Coombs, Ken man who for forty years bad voted and reflected back from the mirrored one which fell some years ago. Then with the willow securing a brace of twothe shops glittering with beads and all baggers in four trips to the plate. . .
nebunk, the renowned pitcher of the according to the dictates of his heart walls.
Philadelphia Athletics.
Anson M. and now he intends^ to heed his brain
It is the most quiet, orderly place; sorts of attractive trinkets; the busy
KENNEBUNK A. A.
Butler, Sanford, William H. Parsons, in the coming election. The Republi- hushed . voices, soft falling footsteps, waiters hurrying about to serve their
customers
seated
at
little
tables,
where
Old,, Orchard;
cans/heed one very popular man to gain perfect finished courtesy, as the heaps
Libby, rf
2 4 0
County Commissioner, Jesse T. Irish; a victory; however, our latch string is of gold and silver pass from hand to for a few cents they could enjoy some
Littlefield, If
0
0 0
light
refreshment
and
so
secure
a
seat
Cornish.
always out so that one may wipe the hand.
H Coombs, ss
2 2 5
Committee on Resolutions, Colonel mud off his feet and sit down to reflect
The way the gold pieces were care to listen to the concert.
2 ? 1
No matter how many times one comes Towne, lb
Charles R. Littlefield, Kennebunk,1 that the Progressive party is entirely lessly tossed about as if they were
Lombard, 3b
3 1 2
William Tripp, Wells, G. N. Deering; detached from the Republicans.
pebbles on the beach, the way that to Venice it does not seem to lose its
T Butland, c
2 1 0
charm.
One
thing
seems
not
quite
in
Saco.
Again the success of a few is not the some of the players gathered in heaps
Brigham, 2b
1 1 1
There were in all 3 candidates for success of all, and it is the standard of of treasure, and others lost, held us keeping with the ancient city and that
Clark, cf
2 0 0
is
the
busy
steamboats
plying
up
and
sheriff, Fred L. Andrews of Sanford the Progressive party to spread its fascinated. We watched one man and
C Coombs, pi
1 1 0
secured 11 votes, Melvin Fall, Jr. of prosperity to all its members.
Of woman risk dollar after dollar, the down the Grand Canal, and yet one won E Copmbs, p
0 0 0
Berwick, 44 votes, Horace D. Hanson course it is easier to think of resolutions woman always placing her stakes on 36 dered if the gondolas could have carried
E Butland, cf/
0 0
of Lyman, 58 votes.
than to act but we are trying to get opt and the man selecting other numbers all the people that crowded the boats,
EAST ROCHESTER
Total number of votés cast, 113 of the old ruts cut in the political high-, only every time having them swept especially on Sundays, when for a very
R H
necessary for choice, 58.
away. First, luck had been with them few cents a working man can give his
way by our two older riv^l parties.
Therien, 2b
0 0 0
family a delightful outing.
Horace D. Hanson of Lyman was
then
the'flckle
goddess
deserted
them.
Again; the success of a few is not the
1 0| 1
nominated Sheriff.
We went by one of the steamers to McCrellis, If
success of allj and it is the standard of The man seemed stolid in his play, but
Shaw,.3b
1 ilo
This concluded the business of the
the
woman
grew
nervous,
though
she
another
island
and
attended
service
at
the Progressive party to spread its pros
2 1 0
forenoon.
the English Church and also went to an Libby, c
perity to all members. Of course it is still clung to that one number, ,36.
0 2 1
Finally when the last coin had gone art gallery where some qf the finest Spiller, lb
Painchauds Band of twenty-five easier to think of resolutions than to
Hartford, rf
1 1 0
pieces marched along Summer street act but we are trying .o get out of the they rose, the woman gathered her paintings in Italy were to be seen.
Durgin, p
0 |1 0
from the station at about one o’clock old ruts cut in the political highway by wrap around her and they hurried away.
Afterward we took another boat
Stitson, as
0 0 3
Some
would
risk
a
single
coin
and
producing some lively music which our two older rival parties. His last
for the Lido, famous for its bathing
Hall, cf
Q
0 0 0
stirred still farther the enthusiasm of > words were terse and emphatic, “Face gather in a rich harvest, heaping up beach, where in the summer time one
123456789 Total
neat
piles
of
gold
and
silver
on
the
table
the Progressives. A number of ? autos to the front in this fight. Stand by me
may walk into the hot water that the
5
before them; others would lose, lose.— hot sand has made just comfortably East Rochester OJO 0 3 1 0 0 0 1
and q Jarge crowd was collected in the and I’ll stand by you. ”
Kennebunk AA21600402x
15
It
was
wonderful
to
see
the
calm
way
warm and wade out to where you can
square before the Town Hall, linger
The last speaker of the convention
Two base hits—H. Coombs, 2; Towne,
ing throughout the noon hour to hear was Congressman Wm. H. Hinebaugh, in which they watched the game amid get a real cold bath and then be
Lombard, Spiller, 1. Stolen bases—
the
strained
quiet
of
the
room.
Most
wrapped
in
a
big
sheet
and
sun
yourself
this able band.1
who stated that this was his first visit
Kennebunk, 10.
EastRochester, 5.
of the tables were arranged for Roulette on the beach like a turtle.
The convention renewed the session north of New York. He affirmed that
Double play—Lombard to Brigham to
though
at
a
few
tables
instead
of
the
It
was
rather
early
in
the
season
for
sharply at two o’clock and the hall the Progressives had no need of outside
whirling wheel, cards were used, and bathing so we did not stop for that, but Towne. Base on balls-r-off C. Coombs,
was filled to its utmost capacity by the help with such men as Mr. Emerson.
the quiet of the room was broken by went to another island for lunch under 1, off Durgin 6. Struck out—by C.
townsmen; who-filled in the vacant Those who talk about amalgamation
the harsh voice of the dealer as he the trees. Although we were too early Coombs, 2, by E. Coombs 5, by Durgin,
seats, realizing that they were about to could never achieve a mutiny like this,
named the cards which meant gain or in the season for bathing, we were for 2. Hit by pitched ball—Clark and W,
bear some fine speaking. At the rear and on'es like this, indeed make the
Littlefield. Umpires—Gay and Hart
loss to the players.
tunate in escaping the swarms of mos
of the stage was draped a large amalgamator/ cry ‘ ‘Ye Gods! Why have
Nice and Monica are also charming quitoes that torment one later, and only ford. Scorer—Ernest Littlefield. Time
American flag. A large portrait of you cast us off forever?” Answer: the
places;
we drove about both finding met the advance guard of the grand 2 hours. * /
Colonel Roosevelt was placed against tree has not borne good fruit. There
fresh
beauty
as we climbed the heights army.
a speaker’s'stand, this likewise, draped, will be no compromise.
and
looked
across
the blue waters with
It is disastrous to spend a long time DOCTORS’ ODD DEATH REPORT
As chairman of the Congressional
with another national flag;
the waves beating against the rough in the city unless one has a big fat
committee
he
had
heard
from
thirty-six
Chairman Smith now presented to the
headlands.
pocketbook, it is so hard to turn away Many Physicians' Certificates Disclose
convention the Rev. Mr. Dunnack. states organized with the Progressive
We went to a moving picture show in from the laces and jewels and when
Aberrations of Sense in Giving
party
’
s
system.
Albert
J.
Beveridge
is
familiar to stanch Progressives as ‘‘the
Nice, a good one, too, and had it not one tries to escape you are weedled in
Cause of Death.
Fighting Parson of the Kennebec. ’’ an instigator of humanitarianism and
been for the Italian language we could to some store by the crafty shopkeepers
This first speaker deâlt with thé a remarkable party man. The party,
The chief statistician of Wisconsin,
almost have imagined ourselves at the and all of your good resolutions vanstrength and loyalty of the party, say although composed of all classes, is re
in
examing death certificates filed by
Acme
in
Kennebunk,
especially
as
some
quished.
We were enticed into one
ing that it was a great thing to stand solved to act against the aristocracy of
of the piano selections were the same place to see them make lace, young physicians with the state board of
wealth
in
this
nation.
The
Republicans
for something and have the virile,
health, has discovered and disclosed
as those played by Miss Potter. We did girls working away on such delicate
some of more than local interest.
national platform which they all were invite us back to their side to defeat the
not return to Monte Carlo till after dark work that it seemed as if they must They reveal aberrations of sense and
supporting!.
Then he exhorted the Democrats but there are more import
Thq place is lovely at night as well as spoil their eye sight, though we were science in the diagnosis of disease and
party to each exert his last ounce of ant affairs than this to be managed. day and everything seems to be so ora
told they only worked four hours daily. the causes of death as to merit con
Certainly,
this
has
been
done
several
effort to secure the election of their
derly, no rough talk or anything of that
Once in the hands of an expert sales sideration from reformer's who Wish
nominations. Then he carefully dis- times.
sort and if a stranger asks for informa woman she displayed the dainty laces to put nearly every act of human life
Four
million
votes
have
been
gathered
cussed the attitude of the Progressives
tion people are so courteous about help1- before our longing eyes draping and re under medical supervision.
toward the justice and rjght of the among great obstacles, but the party
A few instances must serve to illus
ing us out it gives one a 'specially good draping them in the most skillful
Tariff. The two old parties have had will win against any odds.
trate
the nature of a multiude. One
fashion so one long piece of lace could report is this: “Went to bed feeling
Now Mr. Hinebaugh recounted -the impression of the place.
ample opportunity to ameliorate the
As
we
drove
in
and
about
the
towns
be
made
to
do
duty
in
all
sorts
of
at

will, but woke up dead.” Another
condition of the working class but this incidents of a short ride with Roosevelt
of course we seldom found any driver tractive fashions until we found it hard says: “Do not know the cause of
party means to take half the burden off on May 26 just before the Colonel was who spoke English. Then
the driver work to escape from their wiles. One death, but patient fully recovered from
the common people and lay it upon thé about to immerse himself in the unex
would hunt some one up who could talk of their alluring ways is to offer their last illness.” A third reported: “Last
plored
jungle
in
behalf
of
the
education
consumer. Rev. Dunnack facetiously
English, straighten out our tangle and gopds to be paid for in America and de illness caused by chronic rheumatism,
observed at this point that when he was of humanity and the development of we would go on again rejoicing.
livered by parcel post. They offer you but was cured before death.” Still an
science:
The
Colonel
said
to
him:
I
am
in Augusta during the recent election,
other: “Deceased never had been fatal
Oh,
we
did
hate
to
leave,
only
as
hé felt the need of a diving suit and a going into this fight for the Progressive there was a limited time before we anything in their shops to be paid for ly sick.” And this: “Died suddenly;
life preserver so much in évidence was party to the limit of my physical en were to sail for Norway and so many in this way, though I fancy in most nothing serious.”
Some reports are mere absurdities,
thé inflammable liquid. Howerer, one durance”‘this being stated with the other places to visit in .that time we felt cases they would demand some partial
of' the strongest planks in the Progres famous flashing eyes and clinching of we had better go but kept saying we payment. In showing off one of those suet! as: “Kicked by a horse shod on
sive platform is its prohibitory provi his fist. Mr: Hinebaugh says that doubted if we should find another place beautiful lamps, the delight of a the left kidney.” “Died suddenly at
woman’s heart, it was taken.to pieces, the age of one hundred and three. To
sion. What is needed behind the pro nothing on earth will keep him from that wonld appeal to us as fascinating
put in a box and almost sent off to this time he bid fair to reach a ripe
attaining
the
White
House
except
hià
hibitory law of Maine is a ¡party that
Monte ‘Carlo, Monaco on its famous America before we had decided to take old age.” “Deceased died from blood
will sincerely enforce it—a factor death, ‘ ‘as sure as we will be in the rock, and Nice, the winter paradise for
it. They certainly know how ¡to hold poison caused by a broken ankle which
difficult to find, he claims. Finally; he fightin 1916”
health
seekers.
Anyway
We
shall
hardly
onto a customer and try so hard to find is remarkable as the automobile
“We haye done dur best to support
told thè story of the fox and the goat
struck him between the lamp and the
be
likely
to
’
find
a
more
satisfactory
just what you want if you are in search radiator.” A mother is reported to
from Aesoph’s Fables .and concluded by the things we st and for. Because of hotel than the Monte Carlo palace with
qf any special thing, you feel almost have “died in infancy.”
emphatically stating that the Progres the locked doors of the committee its luxurious appointments.
ashamed not to purchase.
The significance of these reports
rooms,
the
business
of
national
govern

sives did hot paean to be any goat.
One thing gave a bit of a reminder of
One custom that seems to be peculiar lies in the fact that they emanate
ment is dominated by the few, Stand
After this speech several letters of
by your giins and send Mr. Emerson1 to home; in our room was a beautiful old to Venice is the long fringed black from the members of a learned profes
well-wishing and congratulation to
Congress in 1916.” And gifter much mirror, almost a facsimile of one that shawls that so many of the women wear; sion dealing with the practice of that
Hon. Mr. Emerson'were read. These
profession. They serve to caution
cheering, handshaking, and well-wish hangs in the parlor of the old historic they have no covering on their heads, those who are eager to clothe these
were from Victor Murdock, Chas. Sum
ing to Hon. Mr. Emerson and the other Mousam House, but as we stepped into but even children are drapéd in these local doctors with authority to say
ner Bird, Robert7T. Bass, and James
the beautiful gardens near the| hotel we black snawls, the fringe dangling about
speakers, the convention adjourned.
Who shall marry and who shall not.
R. Garfield.
Finally a letter from
soon realized we were far away from their feet.
Another thing that we
Albert J. Beveridge, U. S. Senator, en
our quiet little town of Kennebunk.
noticed, having heard of the lively con
Extra Pay for Silence.
couraging the party was read, to the
tinental Sunday, was the orderly way
To this day, in Toulouse—whers so
Human Trust.
assembly. in
which ^the day was observed. Nearly
VENICE,
THE
‘
BR1DE-OF-THE-SEA
’
many fine singers have grown—it is a
An Atchison man has such a fac
,all
the
stores
were
closed
and
although
And now Hon. Mr. Emerson, the recognized custom to pay men at a
ulty of getting in debt that he is think
Ths road from Milan to Venice is '
candidate for Congressman from this higher rate when they are not allowed quite unlike the wild mountainous there were many people on the streets, ing of incorporating himself.—Atchi
district, took thé1 platform. Mr. to sing at their work.
scenery between Florence and Venice. Sunday in Venice seemed much more son Globe .
Emerson, being so well-known by all,
One might almost imagine themselves quiet than in some of our seaside rehad perhaps the most enthusiastic
Not Especially Neurotic.
in
New England as the train glides sorts.
Four Classes of People.
We certainly carried away a! most de.
greeting and, indeed, frequent laughs
The people of thé Netherlands lead
along among the quiet, green
The world may be divided into peo smoothly
fields, only in New England you’would Hghtful remembrance of the city as the world in coffee drinking. Who
hnd applause answered his witty quips.
ple that read, people that write, peo
,
,
, - •
J
we glided along its winding ways in our now will dare to say that coffee makes
He said that he did not mean to be an ple that think, and fox hunters.—Will i not see them
busy haying in the puddle gondola and took, the train for the people nervous?—Chicago Record-Her>
inert rubber stamp if elected nor would iam Shenstone.
of May, or find the country divided into Austrian Tyrol.
aid.

ri
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Local News

Local News

For the fourth time in as many weeks
Miss Alice Wentworth spent Sunday
our force is crippled by sickness. The
in Portland.
large amount of extra advertising in this
Mrs, Charles Cousens spent Thursday
issue coupled with the above fact makes
in Portland.
it impossible for the Enterprise to be
; The residence of William Titcomb on delivered to its readers at the usual time.
Dane street is being repainted.
Dr. York of Springvale was in town
Mrsw Willis Hill. Pleasant street, is Saturday.
slowly improving of her recent illness.
Mrs. Mabel Huff is at Ogunquit for
Mrs. Byron K. Mitchell returned Sat the summer.
urday from a visit with her sister, Mrs.
Mr. Bessie Shepard was a Portland
Philip Hall, Waterville. •
Mrs. E. M. iJord of Newton, Mass., visitor last Thursday,

arrived last week and has opened her
Mrs. Blanche Potter made a business
home on the Wells road.
trip to Portland Monday.

Dr. Barker’s many friends and
patients are very glad to know .he is
able to be out doors once more.
The Rev. Mr. Leech has closed his
home here and has moved his family to
Cape Porpoise for the summer months.
Misses Eva Straw, Mary .Farley and
Jennie Dwinal enjoyed a pleasant week
end at the Bourne cottage, Kennebunk
Beach.
The business meeting of the Twenty
Associates will be held at the home of
Mrs. Frank Webb, June 11th, in the
evening.
Miss Eulie Webb entertained the Y.
B. G club Saturday evening at her home
on Grove street. A pleasant evening was
the verdict of all present.

Miss Sulie Cousens who has been very
sick is again up and about.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Welch went to
Lyman Saturday by automobile.
Mrs. Edgar Fiske of the landing is
visiting friends in Portland today.
Mrs. George Cook and Mrs. Herman
Lombard were in Sanford, Tuesday.

Next Monday is the day that the can
will be put in some of the Candidates.
Mr. Israel Farrin, formerly of this
town passed away at his home in Sanford
last Sunday.

Mrs. Stella Watprhouse of the Land
ing is visiting relatives and friends in
Haverhill, Mass.

Mrs. Fannie Jackson who has been
The house formerly occupied by Mrs.
in Boston and Bridgewater, Mass.,
Anna Reed on High street, has been
returned home last week.
put in readiness for Mr. George Par
Miss Dorothy Weeks, who has been
sons and his family, who will arrive
attending school in Orono, returned
this month from the West.'
to her home in this place last Saturday
Dr. D. Livingstone Murray, who has
Rev. Joseph Hammond of Kennebunk
been a practicing physician at Lebanon
for the past few years, has moved to Lower Village occupied the pulpit, San
this town and opened offices in Odd Fel ford Congregational church last Sunday.
lows block, Main street.
Mr. Fred Waterhouse returned to
The auto delivery car of the Kenne Haverhill, Mass., Sunday, after spend
bunk Laundry driven by Chester Little ing a short vacation" with his parents at
field, collided with an electric car at the the Landing.
corner of Grove and Maine streets,
The Y. B. G. club was delightfully
Saturday afternoon. No damage was entertained on1 Monday evening by Mrs.
done.
Florence Carter at her new home on

Two automobiles owned by Massachu
setts parties ventured too far on the
sands at ; Old Orchard Beach, Friday,
and were engulfed by the incoming tide.
The machines were pulled ashore at low
tide and sustained considerable damage.
A party composed of the following
schoolmates of Miss Margaret Dane
was recently entertained at a house
party at the Dane cottage, Kennebunk
/ Beach: Louise Allen, Mary Cole, Edith
Anderson, Ruby Morse, Rose Darvill,
Miranda Lebeau and Winnifred Allen.

Grove street. !
Mrs. Frances Dunnington ahd little
children, Elizabeth and William, are
visiting Mrs. DUnnington’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Gilpatric.
Mr. Atkinson who has been conducting
the cigar store in the Griffin block for
Mrs. Emma Griffin has resigned his
position to take effect next Saturday.

A Mr. McDonald of Hall street, met
with a serious loss Saturday. Mr. and
Mrs. McDonald were driving to Scarboro
When within a mile of their destination
Rodney E. Ross, son of Dr. and Mrs. their horse dropped dead.
Frank M- Ross, and Miss Lina Andrews
Myrtle Lodge and all resident members
of, Bath were married at Bath, Monday,
of
other K. of P. lodges are invited to
where they will reside. Mr. Ross has
practiced law in this State and Massa attend the Congregational church at
chusetts and is at present connected Kennebunkport next Sunday at 10. 30
with the Hyde Windlass Co. in the a. m. Take car leaving Pythian Block at
9.10 sharp.
capacity of legal adviser.

According to advance sheets from the
■insurance Press 13 payments of $10,000
or more each were made in Maine on
policies during the year 1913, of which
two were in York County1. The policies
were held by B. C. Jordan, late of Al
fred, which was for $10,000, and Hart
ley Lord, late of Kennebunk, who
carried life insurance to the amount of
$23,285.

Leslie Boston while doing carpenter
work at Breakwater Court at Kenne
bunkport one day last week had the
misfortune to step on a nail which
pierced his foot causing a bad wound,
being advised by his fellow workmen he
put gasoline on the foot with disastrous
consequences Blood poisoning started in
and he is at present in a serious cond
ition. Dr. Lord is in attendance.

It is recommended that the brown
tail moth caterpillars, which are be
ginning to crawl over things now in
large numbers, be given a dose of
tanglefoot.
The
anti-temperance
tanglefoot is not the kind referred to,
There is a sticky paste-like substance
called tanglefoot which may be pur.
chased, and this is what is meant. A
strip of this kind of tanglefoot painted
around a tree trunk will catch and des
troy uncountable numbers of cater
Auto registrations with the Secretary pillars. Put across their path anywhere
of State last week include the follow it will catch the trpublesome pests.
ing from Kejmebunk:
Now is the time to do something.—
5425—Howard G. Maloney, Port, 30 Journal.
Marion.
s
On Saturday next the Baptist Sun
5452—Nellie Parsons, 38 Jeffery.
5438—Albert R. Littlefield, 22 1-2 day School hold their annual picnic at
Kennebunk Beach. In connection with
Ford.
the picnic arrangements .have been
5899 --Perley D. Greenleafj Owen.
made to play the Alfred Sunday School
Mrs. Dr. Bourne and daughter Mary, baseball team on the Atlantis grounds.
Mrs. Charles Goodnow, Roy Nason and Other events of an athletic . character
Richard V. Crediford visited in Portland will also take place. The Ramanascho
Friday.
hall has been procured in which to
Examinations for State teachers’ serve luncheon. The Baptist fellows
certificates will be held Saturday, June are getting ready for the York County
27th, in 52 localities in the State, Kit Sunday School meet, which takes place
tery and Sanford being designated in June 20, on the playground, a chance
this county. Opportunity will be given will be given at the picnic for . a few
on the same date, June 27, for those tryouts. Follow the crowd to Kepnecandidates who may desire to qualify bunk Beach Saturday and have an
by written examination for any of the enjoyable time.
following grades of certificate: Profes
sional Elementary. Secondary. Pro-'
fessional Secondary. Special, applying
to special branches. Any candidate de
siring to qualify for any of these grades
The worst mistake in painting is not
of certificate, except the regular ele
putting-off. That costs about 10 per
mentary, ipust, file an application not
cent;, you keep your money a year and
later than Saturday, June 13th. Such
pay 10 per cent for it.
will be forthwith notified of the place
Paint would have to coAe-down 25
where they will report for lexamination
percent* to make 10 percent on the job,
and the progyam of the examination.
for wages do not go-down.
Only those persons who already hold
The worst mistake is “cheap” paint.
the elementary or the secondary cer
It costs from 50 percent to 100, first
tificate are ; eligible respectively for
cost, and another in wear.
written examinations for the profes
What a liar “cheap”, is! “Put-off”
sional elementary certificate or the pro
is bad enough. “Cheap” is ten times
fessional secondary certificate.
worse.
DEVOE

The U. S. Department of Agriculture
crop report for the current week indi
cates that the Maine hay. crop was in
better condition June 1st than the crop
of any other New England state being
within one per cent of normal against a
percentage of 94.8 for New England
and 88.7 for the entire country. The
other Maine crops range from 2 per
cent, to 20 per cent, better than the
crops of the whole United States.

Not Paint/

Baptist Church News

Wells

The regular morning services will
yield to a program of exercises in
graduation of a dozen pupils ,from the
Primary into the Intermediate depart
ment of the Sunday School. The occa
sion bids fair to be very interesting,
and all parents not worshiping else
where are invited to the service. Di
plomas will be presented by the pastor.
At the evening service the pastor
will deliver the Baccalaureate sermon
to the graduating class of the High
School. Subject of the sermon: “A
Mission, or a Career?”
On Thursday eyening of this week
the Mothers’ club will entertain in the
chapel. Eighteen members of the club
will present the play entitled “How the
Club was Formed. ”
On Friday evening the church will
meet in regular session at the home of
Mrs. Waterhouse, corner of Swan and
Hovey streets.
The Guild of Marythas will also meet,
on Friday evening, at the home of Mrs.
Fred Andrews, High St.
On Saturday the Sunday School holds
its annual picnic at Ramanascho hall,
Kennebunk Beach. Sandwiches, cake,
coffee, and ice cream will be the meal
order. Bring enough for the two teams
of. ball players that it is expected will
meet each other on the diamond of the
“Atlantis” in the afternoon. If you
want to save money, take the 9:45 train
and ride on the Sunday School mileage.
Be sure to come. Piénic held once a
year!

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Leslie White with
their two daughters, Dorothy and
Clara,, returned to Haverhill,. Mass.;,
Monday a. m. "after a weeks’ visit to
Mr. White’s uncle, Albert Smith at the
Elms.
Mrs. Etta Gk Caine and Master Her
bert Leslie White were calling on
friends in town, Sunday. Mrs. Caine
is with her neice, Mrs. ChesteiwCluff of
Kennebunk.
The First and Second churches are
again looking for a pastor.
Mr. Wil
kins is to deliver his last sermon June
15.

Methodist Church News
The closing session of the Bible Study
Class for this year was held on Monday
evening at / the home of Charles J.1
Taylor, on Sayward St. The review
exercises were highly enjoyed, the
unanimous opinion of all ( present was
that the studies must be resumed next
Autumn. In celebration of the close
of the series light refreshments were
served.
Owing to the union meeting next
Sunday evening the Children’s Day
concert will be given at the usual hour
of worship in the afternoon. An offer
ing for the “Student Aid Fund” will be
taken. AIL are invited.
There will
also be a baptism of children at the
service.

Cape

Porpoise

Mrs. Lillie Woodard of Boston, Mass.,
with her little daughter Ruth, is visit
ing Mrs. Albert Moody.

Rev. S. E. Leech ot Kennebunk, a
former pastor of this place, with his
family will occupy the cottage of H. F.
Huff for the summer.
Prof. J. B. Coit of Boston University
arrived at the Sinnett house last week.
Mrs. Carpenter of Roslindale, Mass.,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Otis
Nunan.
;

Wilbur Coit and family of Nova
Scotia have arrived at their summer
cottage for the season.
There are already several guests at
the Langsford house.
William Crooks of Montreal, Que.,
is at the Sinnett house for the season.
Work has begun on the foundation of
the house to be built for Capt. Lester
W. Nunan.
Mr. and Mrs. Nesler of Newark, N.
J,, have arrived at their summer
cottage for the season.
All three schools will close this week.

Saco Road

Mrs. R. A. Fiske at the Webber
hospital in Biddeford is now gaining
and receives her friends, all are glad to
know.
Mrs. Melville Campbell, who met
with the accident which necessitated
her going to the Webber hospital, has
been taken to her home’. She is com
fortable.
Mr. and Mrs. George Seavey enter
tained Mrs. Seavey’s-“ class, K. P. H. S.
, WEST KENNEBUNK
The West, Kennebunk Fireman’s Seniors, at their home Friday eyen
Association observed their annual ing. A very, enjoyable evening was
memorial day last Sunday. Forming a speut. Ice cream, cake, punch and
double colufnn at Fireman’s hall, led by fancy cookies were served. The party
a drummer, promptly at .10:30 the com broke up at a late hour all wishing Mr.
pany marched to Pine Grpve cemetery. and Mrs. Seavey many years in their
They escorted the Rev. S. E. Leech and pretty home with all happiness.
All are looking forward to the gradu
at the church were joined by a company
of young ladies.
On
reaching the ation of the K. P. H. S. Class ’14, at
cemetery the company paraded in file the Congregational church tonight
and a prayer was offered by Mr. Leech, (Wednesday,) Reception will be held
Mrs. Charles Grant read an appropriate dn the church parlors
Mrs^ Blanche Fiske of Dover, N. H.,
poem and a chorus of young ladies sung.
This was followed by the decorating of was in town last week returning to
graves of former members of the her home Saturday. \
company. Then the company counter
Our recent cold weather is very unmarched to the church where they fayorable to farmers and hotel men.
occupied reserved seats during the hour Monday and Tuesday
were very
of worship. Rev. S. E. Leech delivered unusual days for June.
an appropriate sermon on “The Gospel
Robert Maling, employed by ■ the
of Friendship.” This is the third year Correspondent School, has purchased a'
of observance of this beautiful custom motorcycle for his business.
and it seems to be veryi likely to be a
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Hadlock visited
permanent practice.
their daughter, Mrs. R. A. Fiske at
The Church and Sunday School will
the Webber, Sunday. They were also
observe Children’s Day next Sunday.
guests of Mrs. Ivory Ross.
At the morning hour the pastor will
Lillian Ross is quite sick with meas
preach to the boys and girls. In the
evening a children’s concert will be les, there being a number of cases in
given at 7 o’clock. An offering for the town. Some have been quite sick.
Mrs. Cluff, an esteemed old lady, is
“Student Aid Fund” will be taken.
very feeble.
She is at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. George Hall.
. A car on the Atlantic Shore Railway
Reclaiming Zuyder Zee.
Queen Wilhelmina in her speech run off the track near Lutelie Hutchins,
from the throne on the opening of Friday. The car carried many passen
the Dutch parliament. said that a gers but fortunately the car was not
measure would be introduced,, for the going at a high rate of speed and no
reclamation of the Zuyder Zee. The one was injured.
One of tne high
Zuyder Zee was originally a lake, and school girls. Miss Chappelle, was badly
the scheme is to brake it so again by frightened and had quite a nervous
constructing a great dyke across the
entrance ot the Zuyder Zee and then shock, but we learn she is subject to
build three other dykes around the those attacks when frightened as she
coast of/rhe Zee, one running nearly has had several attacks before.. We
directly north and south and one clos also learn that she is- now all right.
ing the western part of the Zee; an No blame can be attached to the motor
other from near the southern end of man we also learn, as there is a curve
the first td a point well up on the at this place, ‘and the car being so
eastern shore, while a third one will loaded did not take the curve but run’
stretch northwest in the direction of .crosswise the track. The car was not
the dyke built across the entrance.
This scheme will not touch the center damaged notleven a glass was broken.
of the Zee, which will thus return to Many' were frightened and that, was
the extent of the damage.
,
its former condition of a lake.
t If the Dutch chambers sanction it
the work will be carried on by means
That Kind of a Man.
of a public loan in the Netherlands.
“What kind of a man is Squire
Simmons, anyway?” “Well, I’ll tell
Close Buyer.
ye. Yoft’ve seer them snowstorms
A New York theatrical man was ap along airly in the winter, when there’s
pointed receiver for a small opera a gpod deal of wind, but not much
house in an upstal^ town in New York. sleighing? That’s the sort he is.’
He was| anxious to sell it and so was
willing to take the first offer made.
He advertised the place, and after
Proof of Bird’s Age.
waiting a week he was delighted when
While life periods for birds have
an inquirer came in.
been variously stated at from two
“Say, mister,” the prospect asked, years for a wren td one hundred for
“how much do you want for the the the eagle and crow, such figures have
ater?”
lacked authority. Prof. L. Petit has
“My friend,” the receiver replied, “I lately brought to the notice of the Zo
am extremely anxious to make a sale, ological society of France some birds
and I’ll let you have it for your own of accurately known age, and these
price.”
' /
/ include a sparrow of eight years, a
“Please, mister,” said the inquirer, blackbird of eleven,’ a small cardinal
“can’t you do a little better than of fourteen and an Amazon parakeet
that?”
of twenty-five.

¡ARTHUR WAS PERSISTENli
I
—
I
M« By K. CUNNINGHAM.
&
“I’ve often thought,” said the girl
who likes t/ talk, “that if everybody
in the world had the persistency of a
cat what wonderful things might be
achieved! I have been moved to this
philosophical state of’ mind by the
career of Arthur, our alley cat.
“I named her Arthur the first time
I saw her because when I was quite
young there was a boy named Arthur
whom I hated with siich a whole souled hatred that even to this day the
very name gives me the creeps. Ar
thur was the kind of cat you dislike
violently on sight. She was lean and
a mottled gray and one eye had a
cast and she had the general air of
a dissipated vagabond.
“I can’t imagine what began * the
uplift in Arthur’s soul, yor some rea
son she suddenly came to the deter
mination to attain a higher social
sphere—and one day we found her
comfortably disposed on our $100 dav
enport in the living room.
“Mother had the cook remove he?
and then she spohgedi, the ash dust off
the davenport with gasoline.
/
“That night Arthur mounted the
trellis to the upstairs windows and
perched on the sills and sang mourn
fully at each of us in turn. She was
a regular feline soprano, because oth
erwise she never could have got from
window to window. When she war
bled you were overcome with a sense
of - shame that you were repulsing her
deep affection, Somehow she man
aged to convey that emotion.
"In her broken hearted despair at
our stoniness she extracted the paper
cover off the cream bottle at the back
door, the next morning and breakfast
ed off the cream. The cook saw her
departing, licking her whiskers,, and
threw a pail at her, which she nimbly
sidestepped.
1
“That night when my brother was
dressing for a dinner party, he found
Arthur asleep inside his silk hat. He
said that anyway he believed he
would like to start the fashion of go
ing bareheaded to dinner., So he de
parted.
“Within the next week Arthur had
stolen the cream twice, eaten our
canary, and scared father into a spasm
because he stepped on her tail, not ex
pecting to find a cat reposing on a
corner of our best oriental rug. We
began to get nervous because we nev-

(Conducted by the National Woman’s
Christian Temperance. Union.)

DRINK AND CRUELTY.

Medical science tells us that an im
perfect nervous system is often the
cause of the tendency to cruelty some
times seen In young children—that if
a child shows a disposition t torture
animals or abuse other children it
does not follow that the boy or girl
is a degenerate; it may be due to the
presence of toxin in the blood. The
well-known tendency to cruelty on the
part of those addicted to the exces
sive use of intoxicants, bean out this
statement. Men, who in sober mo
ments are tender husbands and fa
thers, become transformed by strong
drink into savages and fiends. Even
the more “temperate” use of liquor
tends to dull the sensibilities and be
cloud the finer instincts. The i toxin
in the blood of a moderate drinker,
while not always causing a noticeable
degeneracy in the man himself, is
transmitted to his offspring, and in
the third or fourth generation, if, not
before, is manifested in the “cruel
tendencies” of children that excite our
wonder.
_____ ____

I

RUINING a vested interest.

Collier’s Weekly, which with com
mendable frequency gives the liquor
traffic an editorial stab, recently an
swered as follows the saloonist’s claim
that to destroy the saloon is to destroy
a vested interest:
“Every generation raises its crop of
fine old crusted Tories—some of them
in the humbler walks of life. And at
all times they oppose light—even as
they once tried to resist lighting what
Longfellow called the ‘street lamps
of the ocean.’ The instance we have
in mind is noted in Emerson’s Jour
nal. Sixty years ago the philosopher
visited Naqset, on Cape Cod. ‘Collins,
the keeper,jtold us he found resistance
on Cape Cod to the project of building
a lighthouse ón this coast, as it would
injure the wrecking business.’ Did you
ever stop to think that our lighthouses
have utterly ruined what used to<be a
vested interest?”
DISAPPROVAL OF LIQUOR.

The American Sheet and Tin Plate
company of Vandergrift, Pa., which is
a subsidiary concern of the United
States Steel corporation, has placed
the stamp of disapproval on liquor
and drinking by notifying all employes
that they must withdraw from frater
nal organizations and clubs which
maintain sideboards, or cease to work
in the company’s plants. They are
also prohibited from Indorsing liquor
license applications.
This order, it is said, not only af
fects the 6,000 employes at the Leech
burg, Hyde Park, New Kensington and
Vandergrift plants, but all the plantsof the company throughout the coun
tryA
AGAINST ALCOHOL.

“Sang Mournfully, at Each of Us.”

er knew, what Arthur would do next
or where she would choose to ap
pear.
“A man who was calling on me one
night sat on Arthur. Now; there are
many trials that a strong man can
meet and endure with heroism, but I
defy the bravest man to sit on an un
expected cat and maintain a calm de
meanor. That man bounced up‘four
feet into the air and then landed on
the floor in a disheveled state. xWho
knows but that it changed the course
of my whole life?—because he was a
nice man and I rather liked him, and
up to that point he had seemed to
like me. > However, being somewhat
spoiled and popular,
his
vanity
couldn’t endure being made ridiculous
—and his demeanor toward me has no
ticeably cooled since ‘ then.
“After that I jammed Arthur into a\
basket and carried her in an automo
bile 15 miles away and deposited her
in front of a fur factory-gray fur is
fashionable this year. Two days later
I found her reclining in the middle
oi a pile of lingerie just up from the
laundry. She yawned in a bored way
as if to let me know that she thought
traveling a frightful» nuisance.
/ “Arthur’s complacency was infuriat
ing. It never dawned on her that she
wasn’t yanted. She never realized
that she liad a cast in her eye and
that no figure and wretched hair, but
she put on all the airs of' a blue rib
bon Persian and acted as though we
were dying to havei her around.
“The night I had my most fashion
able bridge party Arthur walked in,
bringing one by one five? of the worst
looking kittens I ever laid eyes on,
and deposited them at my feet. She.
had wished ’em on me! Now what
can you do with a cat like that?”
' “Well,” said the listener, “you might
hir^an ocean going steamer and drop
lier overboard in the deepest part of
the Atlantic!”
“Nonsense!” returned the girl who
likes to talk. “She’d swim back!”—•
Chicago Daily News.

Dr. C. W. Saleeby, the distinguished
English physician and writer on eu
genics, concludes his little book on
“The Methods of Race Generation”
with this remarkable sentence:
"In the light of truth and the verdict I
of science it cannot be questioned that
he who,; at this date is for alcohol is
against civilization? and whatever
ideals of justice and freedom and good
ness we would transmit to the future.
To all and sundry I say: Would you
befriend men, women and children?
Go protect parenthood from alcohol;
and fear not that kind of laughter
which is as the crackling of thorns
under a pot.”
STICKS TO TEMPERANCE.

A German spoke at a temperance
«meeting as follows: "I shall tell you
how it vas. I put my hand on my*
head; there vas one big pain. Then/I
put my hand on my pody and there
was another. ' Then I put my hand in
my pocket and there vas nothing.
Now there is no more pain in de head.
De pains in my pody are all gone
avay. I put my hand in my pocket,
and there Ish twenty tollars. So I
stay mit de temperance.”
FAVORS HIS OWN RULE.

Mr. George Perkins of the New York
Life Insurance company gave a dinner
to the directors of the great company.
When a menu card was handed him
for his sanction he crossed out all
wines. To the protest of the proprie
tor that such a thing would be prepos
terous and could not be done, Mr. Perkins\ replied: “We discriminate against
the use of' these in our policy holders,
it is but, fair we should abide by our
own rule.”
TOTAL ABSTINENCE DEMANDED.

Eighty-eight per cent, of the manu
facturers of the United States demand
total abstinence of their workmen. ?
About one million railroad men in
this country have to be total abstain
ers from beer and ail other intoxicat
ing liquors.
BONUS FOR ABSTAINERS.

The Philadelphia Quartz company
has offered a ten per cent, bonus with
the wages of men, who sign an agree
ment to abstain from drinking alto
gether. Nearly all the 300 men em
ployed have signed the agreement.
GOLDEN STREETS.

If we could turn all the liquor
money into good roads, we could al
most walk on golden^treets to every
American home, and find each home
aglow with joy.—Noah D. Cooper,
Nashville, Tenn.
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Maine News
Aroostook papers say that there have
been more potatoes shipped out of
Aroostook this year than ever before in
the history of the county and that the
prices have been exceptionally good.
Several farmers will plant a larger
acreage this year than ever before and
in general the acreage will be larger
than last year.
0

BECAUSE we treat all cus-

Judging by reports from various
T THEN the “man of the house” says
4411
quarters of the States as to arrests for
Vy
this you can be sure he expects tomer& with equal fairness.
>te for ONE
drunkenness, liquors seized, etc., and
something SUBSTANTIAL coming
Qur grocery business is meas
from personal observation, Maine is now
his way directly. . We’ve had lots of our
enjoying [?J as she has for many years
women
customers
tell
us,
that
our.
roasts,
According to the rules laid down by
in the past, a certain form of local
steaks, chops or whatever it might be just ured by the golden rule ( of a
the State Board of Health, after June 1
option. The 3-fines-a-year system is in
PLEASED
THE MEN right down to the square deal for all.
operation in, some counties, in the sec- •j,t will be a crime for any person or. cor
gravy.
And
the PRICES PLEASED 'EM
poration to keep a coimmon drinking cup
for ONE
tions nearer the Canadian border, the
TOO.
How
about pleasing YOUIt bus
or a common towpl in public place,
Óur prices are square, too.
liquor dealers take a vacation about the
hand?
hotel or restaurant, theatre or place of .
time of each court sitting, in other
amusement, and school.or at the wait
counties the rumseller comes in for '
ing room of railroad stations. Anyone
little or no attention and a man xyith a '
thirst, except in a few arid communities who violates these rules and regulations
has" little difficulty, providing hé has is
1 liable to a fine of not more than $500
or
the price, in securing the wherewithal ' by imprisonment in the county jail
for a period of hot more than six
to appease it.
or by both fine and imprison
Maine’s great political foot ball ‘the months,
1
ment.
prohibitory law’ will soon be kicked 1
The following is a list of diseases
from one corner of the State to an
other. The i administration will' make which the law and the rules and regu
its claims and excuses. The Democrats lations of the State Board of Health
No Regret In Omar’s Baking.
will offer their views and the Progres provide shall be reported to local
True, is it not, that of the myriads
sives will speak their little pieces;
boards of health: diptheria, including
•
who
The Republicans will claim that if membraneous croup, scarlet fever,
Before you pass’d the bakeshop doorthey are reelected the law will be eh- I typhoid féver, measles, whooping
' way through
forced. The Democrats will make ho cough, cerebrospinal meningitis, infan
Not one returns to tell you of regret
■uch contentions but stand on thé tile paralysis, smallpox, chickenpox,
Whinh to discover you meet failure
assumption that the law is a failure and cholera, typhus fever. The duty to re
too ?
will do their best to remove it from the port rests upon parents and household?
statutes;
ers as well as upon physicians. |
Both parties hâve failed.
The Re
You will not regret buying,
The sardine factory of the Diamond
publican party \ has had more oppor
Packing Go:, a two Story wooden build
our bread, cakes,' pies, rolls
tunity than anyone else to make the
ing 30 feet by 120 feet was blown down
State dry and have accomplished little.
and pastry dainties:
during a severe wind storm Friday and
Thé Democratic administration in power
two workmen, who were preparing the
We have hundreds of satis
for two yeajs did next to nothing. It
factory to “take fish” were seriously
fied customers because bur
is a question what, the Progressives
injured.
would} do or ne able to do, but in view
service is prompt and bur
“Sanford’s Oldest Woman’1’ is the
•f the absolute failure of the other two
products are of the highest
great parties and the high motives title claimed for Mrs. Lottie Muchmore
quality, pure and good.
which inspired the formation of the of Springvale, notwithstanding the fact
Progressive party they must be given a that the Portland Evening Expfess,
please enter, Buy and be
chance. Maine must take no backward Boston Post arid Sanford News gave
convinced.
step on this great economic and moral that title to another lady during the
Mrs.. Muchmore
question. The Pine Tree State must be week of April 20.
true to its traditions. The glorious celebrated her 94th birthday last Sun
Work started by Neal Dow and so ably day and a peculiar feature of the event
continued by Mrs. Stevens and her in■ was the celebration also of the birth of
spired
co-workers must continué. her first great-great grandchildren, a
throughout ¡the country and the world. pair of twin boys born to Mr; and Mrs.
If the candidates nominated, at the Fred Hartford, the day before. Mrs.
Progressive convention today will Hartford (Georgiana Philpot) is a greatpromise to work for the élimination of granddaughter of Mrs. Muchmore.
the, liquor traffic, vote for them in
The drive of the Dennysville Lumber
September. If the candidates for state
Cd. will probably be in this week. They
offices and thé United States congress
have had quite a successful drive
»re
will work for prohibition, vote for
though the water has been low for the
. , them. ' Pave the way for the election ’of
time of year. The mills are running Harvest Hands Wanted in thefc^
temperance men in ‘ 1916.
Honest,
From Dirt, Dust and Drudgc°lls*
night and day, sawing long lumber in
Middle West
earnest co-operation will eliminate the
1ngtori, the supply of male eligibles has
the day time and live box stuff at night.
*>y
nqt been equal to the demand.
Young
the
grog shop and most people now living
«sing a
The lumber company is building a new I
tTVed
will see its abolition within our borders.
The Division of Information of the | me? ^ho are at„least 18; years, of a^
mill; near the Railroad bridge and sta- |
hool,
and who are willing to accept thé usual
Maine must lead. Maine will lead.
tion for the purpose of cutting up pulp Bureau of Immigration, U. S. Depart entrance salaries, which are $840 and
ment
of
Labor,
has
received
/telegrams
wood- It is to be rnn by electricity
Combination Pneumatic Sweep<hai.
$900 a y eair, have ¡excellent Opportunities
which will be conveyed from the mills' from Kansas, Missouri, and South Da- .
Political News
'
i
While
the
entrance
Release from' broom drudgery—-from the strain of moV a
apPo^a^’IYe^'
in the village. The poles for the wires- ,kota concerning the need of harvest U^_
ing and lifting furniture and from ¡the dangerous scatterinpll
hands in those States; in additibn to the II fsalaries
■ are
- low,
- advancement is reasonare
being
erected
now,
and
the
drive
of
of dust and gerriis that are raised by the use of the broom *
The
One week more remains for the camrequest from Oklahoma' which appeared I ablX raPld to those
iL.
and the old fashioned carpet sweeper, can be attained b'V
paigners to continue their canvass for, pulp wood is on its way from Meddy- in bulletin dated May 21, 1914.
I examinations, which rany
compétent
y
—
the use of the DuntLéy Combination P.neuma~?
support arid June 15 will be primary day, bemps Lake
Sweeper, which, ^although easily operated by I
Persons interested in obtaining work stenographs should be ablerto pass, are
creates powerful suction forcé which draws out all
in the State feir Republicans, Demo
of this kind should apply to the offices |
and dust found in your rugs and carpets and at th
crat^ arid Socialists.
imported Cloth’
December, at the principal cities of the
I in the states named,.
time the revolving brush picks up all lint, pins,
Interest centers naturally enough on
United
States.
raveling», etc.
It will be necessary for those desir
the selection of a Democratic candidate!
Full information ip regard to the exThe craze for “imported cloth” has ing work' to defray their own expenses
THE DUNTLÉY SWEEPERS are made in three size' ’
Or Governor as that\ is the most inter- reached
j
, amination may be secured by address
the men as well as the women to the places of employment/
under .a rigid guarantee for one year. You may :
•sting of the State-wide contests, jshoppers, and merchant tailors are
ley in your own home for 10 days Freo of
ing the United States Civil Service
KANSAS:
Friends of Mayor Oakley C. Curtis of reaping a rich harvest in ‘‘imported”
I Commission, Washington, D. C. ; or the
For more detailed information write Tx
Portland claim he is leading at the: cloth for custom-made suits, some of I 40,000 men needed; wages will range I District Secretary, Post Office, Boston,present writing.
Mayor Elmer E. them using $1 per yard American wool 11upward from $2 per day and board, I Mass.
AGENTS WANTED
mNewbert of Augusta has put up a lively fabrics and charging ud to $5 and $6 a I average ,probably-$2.50. Large per-1
Í be
canvass in trie past four weeks and com*. yard and Selling $30 suits at from $50 I centage of men will be needed: for from I
6501 S’State St.,
- /'
! '
j >90 to 120 days?, Men can go direct to I
pletes in the next five days a State-wide to $60.
and
Thornton Academy
tour, a swing around the circle, across
-leal,
The misrepresentation of the.-cloth is I towns in wheat belt in central and west- |
SACO, MAINE.
lots arid in zigzag lines across the coast. between the jobber and the suit maker, I1 ern Kansas and b'e distributed to farm- |
Zéz / u u
friere
He is as. confident of success as in any as the nulls are not mixed up in thé | ers by local organizations, or write to
Why
send
your
Mail
Orders
to
Chicago?
i
^''^«s^ining
political competition in which he wass fraud in any particular.
School founded in 1811.
Endowment
The buyer' W. L. O’Brian, Director, State Ffee
We have the same goods and
•ver engaged.
swells up in his “imported” suit that Employment Bureau, Topeka, Kansas,, permits advantages equal to the high
the same prices
<y¿?*** ideal
B-. G. McIntire of W aterford, chair-’■ | cost him $60, and it is not difficult to , for directions,.
priced schools for moderate terms.
?, ^attain
the State board of assessors, ( match
match the
the suit
suit in
in the
the big
big ready-to-wear
ready-to-wear (
Situated in one of the most desirable
MISSOURI..
Dea
bad been placed first or second by the ( shops at $20 to $25.>. A
leading
western
(
H
>mmon
residential
cities
in
the
state,
fifteen
COMPANY |OF
MAINE
I
A leading western
30,000 men heeded; wages $2 to $3.50
S
steadinformal committee of estiriiates that I woolen manuf acturer recognized a piece I
|
miles
from
Portland.
Most
excellent
per day according to experience, class I
W. E. Ricker, Mgr.
(i I
•'i
cinema
ements
•its in hotels, shops, offices and stores. of his cloth in a tailor shop in an east-J
I teaching force; one instructor for every
of work and conditions; three to six
,
No 155 Park St.; Portland, Maine
I
jach upCuriously enough there is a candidate ern
______
___ ___
city not
long ______
ago and it was. promi-1 i months’ work,' beginning about June ten pupils, Five modern, well equipped! Our 1914 Catalogue is complete with
in each district and it is natural enough I nently labeled “imported. ”
eë goal,
Best gymnasium of any
■
•
’ Inquiry 16. Apply to State Free Employinent buildings.
| most everything for the Automobile;..
I facility
that each man will get his best vote in (brought out the story of how it was a
.............
secondary
school
in
northern
New
Eng

Offices at St. Louis, Kansas City, or St.
I May we have the pleasure of mailing
»o/riientioús
his home town, and county.
Peter piece of fancy English woolen, not | JoSeph, or write 10^0^ T. ¡ntzpattick, land., Leads in clean athletics. Summer I i
you one?
Charles Keegan looks fora large vote equaled anywhere; and a bargain at $4 Labor Commissioner, Jefferson City, arifi winter sports under-competent I
directors. Excellent musical instrüc- I
in Aroostook. Mayor Curtis is promised a yard, the price paid to the jobber for Mo for directions
Z of Good---- v.^4. Washington II it.
..
A suit would cost $.60.
|
X
’
I tion in Saccrand Biddeford with oppor-I
big results in T»
Penobscot,
By-f riénds in
SOUTH DAKOTA.
and Piscataquis. Everyone is claiming I 1This particular fabric“ was sold by’ the (
| tunity for practice. Pleasant dormitory (DR. G.C. FULLER, D. V. S.
“ Hancock and Waldo, while Somerset is I western mill at $1 a yard, and the" mill
. needed beginning
„
Harvest help
about | life, social and homelike; No illness in I
Graduated & Registered I
for the
Co-educa-1
figured to give McIntire the best ¡of it. I profit was 10 cents a yard. The jobber 1 July 15; wages $2 to $3.50> per day and I building during past year..
Considerable,
of
the
formerl.tional.
Certificate
admits
to
leading!
Newbert is conceded good support in I put on the “imported” label and took! board.
C
__1_ _Z _l/_
,/
VETERINARIAN
301 Plain
will be
‘ Kennebec and that leaves Mayor-Curtis j goo per cent profit and the tailor made ¡wheat acreage is now in alfalfa and I colleges. For catalogue with courses
' , Telephone 8012 or 4-4
Glfe
¡flauay next,
the best part of Cumberland and York. I ^t least 500 per cent, on^a suit. The I com, and help will be needed through 1 of study, views,' terms, etc., address
tnd remainOf course these Democrats are spend- I consumer
paid this
! husking.
__
___exorbitant
______ —- profit
__ _.tinApply
to Charles McCaffiree, | the Principal
ing their good money in the hope that 'der the impression thrt there was some-| Oommissioner of Immigration, Pierre,
Ernest Rolistón Woodbury, A. M.
npmination will assure election. While |
ex^r^orffinary fUrnished when, asjS. D.
I«it is odd to see Democrats strive for Ia
. matter off act, the fraud was on al
u
------- ----------- - -----I
of th®
nominations, it is also odd in Maine to I
(
We
want
more
local
and
traveling
men
1 Mamcihir<>
Often
the
Stenographers and\
has led
See them ’ winning.
C"
’
_ " _
I to sell our strictly High Grade nursery I. scalp >
¿ide that
and summer prospects droop and fade |I ing the consumer. The manufacturer ! Typewriters in Demand
.
.
<
- Instock, ..fully guaranteed. No expen-1
rpody./
in
S
s
»
'
“
/it
of man’s
TtlP
IpWpIpT QU (I (lntif*iQ1Tlencenecessary- 'Fine outfit ffee. Com-1
in the early autumn frosts.
I is the one surrounded by the fool laws,
ay may or
*
□vTYVv1V1 ALlvl V pilVKLlI V mission paid weekly. Write AT ON(3EiI
Dril
•
John Clark Scates and Dr. Charles | and he is the goat. The-jobber and the
The United States Civil Service Com-1
1 forterms and exclusive territory.
1
y all this
vsatisf
M., peeper ,pf South Berwick are | retailer carry off, the plums and the con-(mission announces that while it has no I
_
.
(
HOMER N CHASE & CO
nt?
Why
a
about their
striving for the nomination for Congress sumer is defrauded.
difficulty in securing sufficient female 253 M3.1H St
RlddClOrdl
Auburn, MaineJ naso

Hungry
As a.
Bear!”

EDWARD L. LAHAR

KENNEBUNK; IV'

“Purity and Cleanliness !’ ?

The casino will be open for shore dinners June
27,and will clo§e labor day .September 7,as usual.
The same high stanbard of, past years will be
maintained.
A new departure this season will be the tea .That Is Our
room,where those so, inclined may have a cup
Darvill
of tea arid its accessories. If patrons so desire
Main Street,
hey may have tea oh the piazza or in the Casino.

subsidiary concern of theI: >
tates Steel corporation, ttf |

Standing Motte
the Baker
Kennebunk, Maine

DIVORCE YOURSEI

ss we would transmit to theta
» all and sundry I say: Wt
friend men, women and eMte
• protect parenthood from if
d fear not that kind of
ilch is as the crackling of
der a pot.”
ICKS TO TEMPERANCE. ||
k German spoke at a tempeM^I

eting as follows: “I shall tell?
v It vas. I put my hand «1
id: there vas one big pain. Ito?
my hand on my pody a®
> another. 1 Then I put my W
pocket and there vas w
k there is no more pain in dels
pains In my pody are all s
y. I put my hand in my p$
there Ish twenty toilers. S
r mlt de temperance."

Dnntley Pnenmatic Sweeuep

JOHN F

/ORS HIS OWN RULE.
r. George Perkins of the NeiW
Insurance company gave a M
he directors of the great cow
in a menu card was handelk;
his sanction he crossed oo
M. To the protest of the pw
that such a thing would be w
us and could not be done, Mi
replied: “We discriminatew
use of these In our policy hotel ,
but fair we should abide by®'
rule.”
5
AL ABSTINENCE DEMM® j
ghty-elght per cent of the uuH

in this district just as if such nomina
tion was a thing of value. Dr. Sleeper
has not canvassed York much but is
appearing in several spots in Cumber
land county, where opposition to the
Westbrook man has arisen. There is
considerable Sleeper sentiment in Portand and Westbrook.
Republicans . are active in various
_____
parts of the State and have very few
differences; Seldom has a campaigner
equal to Gov. Haines been enlisted as a
leader and he is ready to start as soon
as the State committee outlines the
the itinerary for him to follow.

Atlantic, Shore Railway
Gape Porpoise Casino
Announcement 1914
Shore Dinncrs-Tea Rooms

wered as follows the saloonisii.
hat to destroy the saloon fetO .
vested Interest:
"Every generation raisesitijL
ne old crusted Tories—«onie¿ |p

ff
|
|
f

x^EBUNKM.

Garden Street

A VESTED INTEH!;
Weekly, which id®- ,
frequency gives ti(>
editorial stab, rec®^

f the ocean.’ The Instancen
i mind is noted in Emerwi
al. Sixty yean ago the pife
islted Nauset, on Cape Coi ft

tíNTEi

35 Per Cent Automobile Supply

Boots, Shoe

136

*

trers of the United States to
abstinence of their workmen I'
out one million railroad mai
country have to be total aWi
rotn beer and ail other Intel#
Iquors.

J8 FOR ABSTAINERS. U
» Philadelphia Quarta com^ i
ffered a ten per cent, borasi i
rages of men who sign anL

to abstain from drinking
r. Nearly all the 300 men®I
d have signed the agreement I
)EN STREETS.
we could turn all the W
y into good roads, we mlb I

walk, on golden^treets to ete! |
lean home, and und each to \

Komm House, Kennebunk,Me

D1NAN

(Reliable Agents Wanted

ling is, not
but what

with joy.—Noah D. Co#
tile. Tenn.
aS í'aFSlS

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

STATE OF MAINE
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STATE PRIMARY

Better

The following is al list of REPUBLICAN candidates to be voted for in York County ht the State Primary Election to be held June 15, 1914.
Make a Cross X in the square to the right of the name of the person you wish to vote for. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked for
each office.' Add names by writing or pasting stickers m blank spaces and mari^X to right of such names. Do not erase names.
1

For Governor

• New telephone toll rc-Lulatioiis provide that
unless you talk to the person asked fo.* there
will be NO CHARGE FOR THE TOLL CALL.

',S-^^7

»

Vote fer ONE

Vote for ONE

For Sheriff

FRANK M. IRVING, Kennebunkport

. WILLIAM T. HAINES, Waterville

DANIEL W. PERKINS, Saco

Formerjy« a reduced sat»* was chafed when the number called was
reached,, even tliaithY- .^LUon asked lor was absent or not ready to talk.

Voté for ONE

For State Auditor ,

TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN, Lewiston

> Why not make q All now to some one who
would like to hv.ar
—-you tp-day? <No talk
—no charge.

Vote for ONE

For/ Cpunty Commissioner

....

--------- ———

\

'Vote for ONE

For Representative to Congress ,

Wouldn’t it be worth the price?

JERRY -H. ANDERSON. Limington

•
\
• 7- "y~~----r.

AI Q. MITCHELL, Newfield

,'i*

n
)r

J- ....

pn
er,
Me

ASHER C. HINDS, Portland

If you.don’t know t.h'<? rate,.-ask the Toll Operator.. No charge fbr a
call for rates. If you want the Toll Operator to report to’you the actual
cost'of a completed call, please notify her when you give the order for
the call.
'

CLARK E. VARNEY, Parsonsfield

A toll call is more satisfactory than a letter
or a telegram, and in some instances is more
economical^ because you get the mes
sage and the Answer for one price.

Vote for THREE

For State Senators

For County Treasurer

CECIL F. CLARK, Hollis

Vote for ONE

FRED 4. LUCE, Old Orchard

AARON B. CÓLE, Eliot

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

.

GEORGE G. EMERY, Sanford

For Representatives to Legislature

Hats Trimmed While You Wait

For County Attorney
.

I have been to Market and brought home
the latest things in Summer Hats
All Colored Hats are Marked Down

Miss A. M. Morrill
.ain.^Street V
>■

-

-

-

Biddeford, /Maine

.

Vote for One

’

HIRAM WILLARD, Sanford 7
. 1
. ‘a
X1
-

•_________ -

: 1
. ■

'V.
Vote for ONE

For Register/>f Deeds
ELMER J. BURNHAM, Kitteryi

- *

•Z

JOSEPH H. DIXÒN, Effot
LENDALL W. NASH, Kannebunk

f

' ■

•

(Successor to Mrs.'1 Consens)

FILLMORE H. HARRIS, Biddeford
JOSEPH R. PAQUIN, Biddeford
EDWARD J. RYAN, Biddeford
CHARLES H. HANSON^aco
GEORGE W. HANSON, Sanford
WILLIAM H. KENNISTON, South Berwick
FRED C. KNIGHT, Kennebunk
HOMER T. WATERHOUSE, Kennebunk
JOSEPH H. LITTLEFIELD, Wells
FRED I. BATCHELDER, Lebanon
FRED CHAMBERLIN, Lebanon
THOMAS E. -MITCHELL, Newfield
CHARLES E. LANDER. Alfred
FRANK RUSSELL, Alfred
LINDLEY L. BRADBURY, Hollis
PERCY N3H. LOMBARD/Qld Orchard
MARTIN PARRY TOBEY, Eliot ,

KENDALL
258 Main Street

Biddeford, Maine

WILL SELL DURING MERCHANTS WEEK
Raymond Spiller and Phoebe „ Abby Gowen told Emmons to watch out while
Gowen.
he circled the deer and drove him
The diplomas were presented by Supt. back.
The industrial contests for boys, and
Mrs- Lester H. Storer.
Emmons said that in a short time he
girls of Kennebunk, Kennebunkport
The graduates were the recipients of saw the bushes move, He fired, then
and Wells are arousing a lot of interest
many beautiful flowers and gifts from Gowen yelled, and going ùp he found
Many of the boys who were in the local
their friends..
■that he had shot him through the body.
corn and potato raising contests last
The reception was held the following He got him to the wagon when Gowen
season have entered the State agricul
evening. Those in the receiving line told “Chub” to go back and get the
tural department contests this year
with the graduating class were Dr. and wounded deer, which the boy did, the
with scores of other boys all over
Mrs. Gbrdon of OgunQuit, Mr. and Mrs. deer having been cornered by the dogs
Maine. There is something of interest
Herbert S. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Lester which were with them.
for both boys and girls now and the
Storer, Miss Taylor and Miss Knowles.• Gowen was taken to his home and a
applications are coming in rapidly.
For nearly three-quarters of, an hour physician was called. jit developed
The town teain baseball schedule
they, received the congratulations and that it was represented to the physician
open here Saturday, afternoon when the
best wishes of their friends, when part that the shooting was accidental but
locals crossed bats witn East Rochester
ners were chosen-for the march,’ which the position of thef wound was. such,
on the playgroand diamond. While the
was led by Hortense Wilson and Hariey through the back and lungs, that after
scorewas 15 to 5 in'favor of Kennebunk
E.'Hatch, the other, members of the Gowen died at 2.80 Wednesday morning,
yet there Were enough exciting plays to
167 Main Streetx*
class following. About sixty couples the physician declined to issue a cer
keep up the interest throughout. The
marched and the .very pretty gowns tificate of accidental death. Ho noti
W. H. 3. Graduation
MAINE new equipment and improved infield
BIDDEFORD
worn made a charming scene for the fied Deputy Sheriff Foss, who communi
was appreciated by both players and
lookers-on. d
cated with Sheriff Brown and County
The
graduating
exercises
of
thé
Wells
spectators. Next Saturday Berwick is
The Juniors were Ushers for the even Attorney Hudson. With’ Coroner p.
High school were held in thex town hall,
going to visit us for a game.
Thursday evening, June 4.. On account ing and the Sophomores served refresh M. Drew of Guilford and Deputy Sheriff
° The second of the series of summer, of the weather a smaller crowd than ments in the Grange banquet hall. A Sanford of Foxcroft, they went to
outings comes off the last of this week usuab attended but those present great table beautifully decorated in black and Wellington by automobile, returning
10„ 15, 20, 25 & 40, Watts
» Old Price ,35c
New Price .30c
when a group of boys goes to Sebago ly enjoyed the program,
gold was reserved for the Seniors\. .
With Emmons.60
?
“
“ “
,45c
“ “ ,40c
Lake for a night and day. Physical At eight o’clpck Percy 1^ Wilkins
Moulton,s Orchestra again furnished The officers interviewed ‘Chub, 7
100
“
“ -“
. ?0c
“ < “ Ä70c
(Director Ross of Cumberland Mills is to màrshalled the Junior and Senior classes the music for the dancing, which all of who said that he and Emmons drove
150
“ $1-20
« “ “ $1-10
be the host, and^a cottage, launch» and from the Grange hall into the town hall, the two hundred and fifty guests out to, the place where they shot the
250
x“
, 7
$2.00
“ “ $1.80
fishing boat are at the- disposal of the Miss Vivian Storer, a Sophomore, play- thoroughly enjoyed. ,
deer, skinned them, buried the heads
fellows. \Start will be made from'here, i ing.the march.
The class have planned a pleasure and hides and brought the meat back to
Friday afternoon, under the leadership
Beneath the class . motto, “Basis trip to Sanford for some day next the Adams place and hid it in the cellar.
Of Secretary Hosmer and all will arrive virtutum constantia, ' ’ which Was. sus- week and while there will have class “Chub” admitted that he shot ..the
second deer.
in Street
~
' BIDDEFORD, MALÌE home Saturday night. The next trip pended-from the stage in the . front of pictures taken.
i will be to Mt. Washington, July 7.
Wednesday afternoon* Coroner Drew
the hall, the Juniors, who marched in
The second annual meet of the York CQuples, separated, forming a double
of Guilford held an inquest. The ver
Fatal Shooting
Co. S.. S. Athletic League will soon be line through Which the Seniors, passed
dict of the jtirÿ was that Gowen came
ou WahttoEnow How to Beautify Your Complexion
here. June 20 is the date and all oyer in single file. The stage was attractively . Chester A. Emmons, 30 years i old, a to his death by accidental shooting.
the county boys and young men are decorated in black aiid gold, and here native of Lyman, was locked up in th«
Emmons was taken to Guilford where
’ —to rid yourself of wrinkles
getting into condition for the different the graduates executed a very pretty Dover, Me., jail, Wednesday to answer ne was arraigned on the- shooting
—to eradicate skin blemishes
—to bring the glow of health to vour cheeks—
events. The competition promises to be drill. Besides the Seniors those on the not only to the charge of causing the Charge, and also for violation of the
even stronger than last season as manX stage were the Principal, Herbert'. S, death of his hàlf-brother, ' Frederick game laws, before Judge Hiram Gerri sh
H Fail to Talk with Mrs. H. L. Long more
have entered and the training has Hill, Miss- A. -Carmen Taylor ' and’ Miss Gowen, 40 years old, of Wellington, of the Piscataquis municipal court. .<
th
Boston’s Noted Beauty Specialist
been better. The loça] Baptist Sunday Cynthia L? Knowles, assistant tekchers, whom he mistook for aP deer, but also Gowen leaves a wife and several
ong will give free personal advice and a few free facial massages
School is going to do its best to again M rs. Lester H. Storer, superintendent ' for violation of thè game laws, for children.
in your own home. Telephone up.
top"the list. Following are' the classes of Schools, and the Rev. J. H. Wilkins. shooting deer in thetclose time. It Was
Emmons pleaded not guilty to the
and events :—
; '
by us is Youir.Opportunity—Take Advantage of It
The music for the evening . Was fur the story of the fatal ending of a poach charge of negligently shooting Gowèn
^Classes ’
and was held in $1,000 for appearance
nished by Moulton’s' Orchestra,,,ef ing trip.
' foB<nd—Mrs. Long will be at our store a whole week, rommencing
Midgets, under 90 pounds. Juniors, Springvale. The graduates- weref:
sioni '
June 22. Don’t fail to hear her
The shooting took place in the sparse at.the September term of court which
90 to 119 pounds. Intermediates, 110 to Mary Prudence Winn—Valedictory.. ly settled region in the upper part of was furnished by Mrs. Julia Gowen,
fesjj
Free Daily Beauty Lecture
130 pounds. Seniors, 130 pounds and ' Marion Arline Waterhquse—Saluta Wellington, about 25 miles from Dover, widow of the victim, and by John Frye
.T To follovz her advice m&ans a better complexion /
over.
tory, and essay “America’s Welcome Tuesday afternqon.' According to the of Wellington.
Events
to a» Ahen People.”
story told'by Emmons, who made*
Marjorie Belle Spiller—History.
Midgets: 50 yard dash; 75 yard da^h;
clean breast of .the whole affair, •' the
70 yard potato race; running ■ broad , Delia Louise Dixon—Prophecy.
game laws of the State of Maine are
later t«ole Distributer for Harmony Toilet Requisites
True Forgiven«*«.
will be
Lois ' Elida Hobbs,—Presentation of not regarded seriously in that section.
jump; running high jump; and 440 yard
Because he had been a naught?
'INK
i.
MAINE.
wherefi
Gifts.
relays’( teams of 4). • • . •
Tuesday afternoon,. Emmong, who had Mttle boy—a very, naughty little boy«—
The Rexall Store
Carl ■- Wakefield : Perkins—-Oration ; been visiting at the Gowen’s home for he wm sent to bed without any
Juniors: 75 yard dash; 100 yard dash;
Only!
hop, skip and jump; running high jump; “The Americap NaVy. ”
three weeks, Mr. Gowen and his son, ding. But In the evening, when life
the «
Edith Mildred Bragdon—Essay, “Dr. ‘“Chub” Gowen, who is about 20 years brothers and sisters all were nM
running broad jump; and 440 yard relay
asleep.. he crept < downstr trs, a tearful
tificate
(teams of 4).
Grenfell.” „
old, took7 their rifles ’ and started on a little white-robed figure, and, goln<
writter
Intermediates: 100 yard, dash; 220 Hatley Éverett Hatch—Essay, “The hunting trip. They drove about three fnto the library, said to his mother:
sional e
yard dash; 440 yard dash} 12 pound shot Panama_Canal. 7
miles from the house to the “Hart “Mumniy, you told me never to go te
fessions
put; running high jump;running broad
Percy George Tripp—Essay, “Thos. place, left “Chub” with the horses and sleep till I’d made peace with my ene
jump; 880 yard run; Imile relay (teams Edison.”
went into the woods, soon jumping two mies; so I’ve com« down to forgive
of 4.
Russell Moses Perkins, Hortense Wil deer. Both firejd. One deer dropped you and daddy for being so rude ta
Seniors: 100 yard dash; 220 yard dash; son» Daisy Elizabeth Hilton, George dead and the other limped off wounded. me at dinner taalght

500 Rolls of 20 and 25 cent Wall Papers for

8 cents a Roll

We have the largest assortment of Gradu
ili Hats
Also a fine line of up-to-date Outing Hats

MRS. IDA YORK WITHAM

Men and Boys

880 yard run; 1 mile run; running high
jump; running broad jump and 12 pound
shot put. I
Tug-of-war: open to all divisions.
Ten representatives from one Sunday
school in each team.
The twilight league for employed
men and boys will open for theseason
next Monday evening at the playground
with a live program of events. ■ The
first will be a five inning ball game bef
tween Mexico and the United States,
Uncle Sam and Huerta alternating as
Chief and base umpires. Then there*
will be running, jumping, pole vaulting,
quoits, tennis, outdoor basketjball, etc.,
closing with a grand tug-of-war. Mtisic
may be furnished by the new band dur
ing the evening.

' Price Reduction Westinghouse Mazda Lamps

II

eman’s Elcctical Supply House

A

W. BOWDOIN

rprise ads pay.
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPEÍSE, KENNEBUNK. ME

DONT FORGET THE

STATE OF MAINE

Daylight Store

STATE PRIMARY

IF IN NEED OF ANYTHING

rked for

IN THE LINE OF
ONE

Thé following is a list of DEMOCRATIC candidates to be voted for in York County ht the State Primary Election to be held June 16, 1914.

Make a cross X in the square to thé right of the name of the person you wish to vote for. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked for
each office. Add names by writing or pasting stickers in blank spaces and mark X to right of such names. Do riot erase names.

Gents’ Clothing and Furnish
ing Goods
FOR WE'HAVE IT

For Sheriff

Vote for ONE

For Governor

OAKLEY C. CURTIS, Portland

FRED S. DOYLE, Biddeford

PETER CHARLES KEEGAN, . Van Buren

JEREMIAH M. MINAHANE, South Berwick

BERTRAND G. McINTIRE, Waterford

LINDLEY M. -WATKINS, Cornish

ELMER E. NEWBERT, Augusta

For County Commissioner

W, M. DRESSER

ONE

H. C. WAKEFIELD
Clothier

Furnisher

Vote for ONE

Vote for ONE

Fòr State Auditor

Vote for ONE

J. BYRON SHAW, Sanford

JOHN E. BUNKER, Eden
J. '.EDWARD SULLIVAN, Bangor
For County Treasurer

. Vote for ONE

FRANK P. BLANCHARD, Lebanon
Vote for ONE

Hpr Representative to Congress

JOHN C. SCATES, Westbrook
For Representatives tò Legislature

CHARLES M. SLEEPER, South Berwick

ir ONE

Vote for THREE

For State Senators

EDMUND BERGERON, Biddeford
JOSIAH CHASE, York
SUMNER E. HAMMOND, North Berwick
,

** Tomorrow comes, and we are where?
Then let us live todaySchiller

»

fl Why wait until the silver anniversary to
replenish the silverware? Today bids you
act. Our z reliable stock at your service.
the E
hU|jh
1 01k
allei;;
frante
dubs f
mietili
• W
inlnglf

Barrett the, Jeweler
Kennebunk, Maine

Vote for ONE

For County Attorney

LUCIUS B. SWETT, Sanford

Vote for ONE

For Register of Deeds

ERNEST G. KNIGHTS, Wat,erboro

J. BURTON ROBERTS, Dayton
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Oiir Store

JOHN W. LORD
Post Office Square

/

KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Inside. Liyurmuiivn
Infnrmntinn

Twine Holder, and Gutter.
' Every kitchen should be ’ equipped
i<
with -wine
string
is!funnel
for five
cents>Buy
fllea asma,J
notch tin
in

.
X RULE.

Glazing
Done at

We will repair your broken window panes mor? QUICKLY an<
CHEAPLY than anybody else. If you want to put the glass in your
self we will CUT TO MEASURE a'nd supply putty and tacks. REMI']Al
BER US when your glass is broken.

vas nodi.
In in de id -

•
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laid out for a sidewalk from the Robin
son barber shop to the corner of Good
win Brother’s store. This will be much
Breakwater Court, the new hotel
appreciated by all who pass this busÿ
erected on the site of the Ocean Bluff
section of the village.,
Hotel of other days, is rapidly nearing
The baccalaureate sermon before
completion. Mr. Norton expects it to
Senior class
of the high
be open for the summer season on. the the
school was preached in thé Methodist
20th of the month.
church oh Sunday afternoon before a
Munroe Clapp will open a jewelry and
large congregation.
Seats in the
watch making establishment in one of
center of thé church had been reserved
the Graves stores this week.
for the members of the high school',
A new barber shop will be conducted who marched into the building under
for the summer in the store recently the direction of Walter Day as Marshall.
occupied by Littlefield 'the plumber. Special singing was furnished by a
Several posters concerning the evil quartet under the, leadership of Carroll
effects of alcohol have been displayed Hutchins, who also rendered most
conspicuously for a number of days. effectively an appropriate tenor solo.
And the darkest parts of the story are The subject of the discourse was “The
Ideal Life;” the text being Phil. 2:5.
not mentioned.
After asserting the necessity of possess
Mrs. Kate Deshon returned on Mon-, ing an ideal.in order for the making of
day from a visit of a few days with her satisfactory progress, the preacher
daughter in Boston.
maintained that such an ideal was
The many friends of Mrs. M. E. ■found in the life of Jesus of Nazareth.
Atkins will be glad to know of her His life was ideal because it was a life
continued, though
slow, progress with an aim, because it was a life of
towards recovery.
z effort, because it- was a life of selfThe various departments of the forgetfulness and because it was a com
village x.schools will hold picnics on pleted life. Though one’s life may be
now far from that of the Christ, and
Thursday of this week;
Considerable improvements are being though perfect attainment of the ideal
made to the street running, from the may riot be possible, yet there should
be constant effort to reach it. ! There
bridge through the Lower Village.
are difficulties in the way of attaining
W. F. Goodwin has opened his ice,
that, as any other, ideal, such as the
cream parlor for the summer;
imperfect apprehension of the ideal
Mrs. Weinstein and 'family are at and the lack of innate power- to attain
their home for the season.
it; but the greatest and most common
The Knights of Pythias will attend 'difficulty is the failure to strive stead
divine worship in the Congregational fastly toward it. As encouragements
church on Sunday morning,
were mentioned the facts that each up
The annual'roll call was held in the ward step takes one nearer thé goal,
Baptist church last Thursday evening. that'faithful endeavor increases facility
There was a large attendance of mem and* strength; and. no conscientious
bers of the church and of its friends. effort is really lost.
Many letters from absent members
Rev. and Mrs. F.- A Sullivan of Good
were read. In the evening a very force
win’s Mills were calling on friends in
ful sermon wa,s preached by Rev. Bowtown on Tuesday.
ley Gre?n of Portland.
Miss Mary Ward is acting as book-' The schools close this week for the
summer vacation.
keeper for the Goodwin Bros.
The Methodist Sunday School will; The State primary election will be
hold its picnic at Beechwood next Tues held at the Town hall on Monday néxt,
day, leaving the church at 9 a. m. thé polls opening at 12 M. and remain
If the day should be stormy, the outing ing open until 6 P. M.
will occur on the first fair day;
Descent of Man.
J. B. . Whitcomb has erected a
The discovery In England of the
garage for his auto next to the photo skull of a prehistoric main has led
graphic studio on Ocean Avenue.
some of the scientists to decide that
Capt. A. M. Welch and" son were in there can be no further doubt of man’s
Freeport on Sunday visiting Capt. descent from the ape. They may or
Welch’s younger brother, .whom he had may not be right, but why all this
bother about man’s descent? Why
not met for a number of years.
do so many people worry about their
A small balance remaining from the ancestry? The important thing is, not
appropriation for a concrete sidewalk what meh have dome from, but what
on Ocean avenue, the money is being they are.

Kennebunkport
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JOHN T. COOPER,'Biddeford
HENRY A. DESCOTEAUX, Biddeford
JOSEPH P. GENDRON, Biddeford .
CLARENCE. GOLDTH WAIT, Biddeford
ALBERT LESIEUR, Biddeford
JOSEPH MORIN, Biddeford /
JAMES J. NEILSON, Biddefod
WILLIAM J. MAYBURY, Saco
CHARLES E. VALLELY, Sanford
JAMES W, HOBBS, South Berwick
CHARLES C. PERKINS, Kennebunk
JOHN W. JACOBS, Wells
ALLEN E. COWELL, Lebanon
GEORGE E. DANFORTHi Lebanon
IRA H. MOORE,’Newfield
GEORGE H. WILLIAMS, Alfred
FRED S. TWOMBLY, Buxton
FRANK HUDSON LIBBY, Old Orchard
WILMONT E. SPINNEY, Eliot

rncfrlv valnakltf» in the bottom of the *n°ut and turn the
LllC vOoLiy, Va.lud.DiC 111'“. edge up, filing that. Put the’ball of
1*
,
1
x C
' twine in the funnel, letting the end

greClient tnat Ilgures hang through the snout. A little jerk
.
i
♦
«J across the upturned edge of tin will
most prominently m ail serve as a cutter and save fingers and
*i
temper and time.
business ideals.
Criticism of Modern Students.
One very well-known character at
0 There is a wealth of;>I Oxford
used to say that modern under-,
. graduates were sadly inferior to their
“Inside Information” in predecessors, who had constantly em
ployed him when they went out with
the want ads.
gun or rod. • “There’s a veryjidle set
of gentlemen at the university nowa
tj Many business men days. They/never shoots; they never
goes a-fishing. * .They does nothing—
nothing but . read, read, read, from
whose preeminent suc- morning
till night?’
cess is attributed to a
Unconscious Humor.
T{ie annals of ^unconscious pulpit
highly developed
humor will be enriched by an instance
furnished some little time ago" at St.
sight and shrewdness. John’s church, Keswick,. England. A

daily use of this want ad
“Inside Information.”

lady’s watch has been found' in the
churchyard, and the vicar, in making
,his usual weekly announcements from
the pulpit,, referring to the find, stated
that the watch could be' claimed in
the vestry. The next announcement
was: "We will sing hymn No. 362:
‘Lord, Her Watch Thy Church Is
Keeping.’ ”

OTHING could Set forth more clear 1 ner that is attractive and becoming

ly the fashion, in figures than the to - the wearer.
*
Nboat
of taffeta which is shown in the Light' taffeta coats promise Well for

picture. The flat chest, low bust, ab
sence of waist line, and loose hang
of the coat, are all .items to reckon
with in choosing apparel to meet the
latest- whims of those who create
styles. And the approval of those
who make styles into fashions] by
adopting and wearing them, is al
ready .set upon' these features.
The figure, as managed in the new
modes, is straight up and down, or
appears ¿o, With curves only those
provided by drapery arid placed to
suit the modiste. But in spite of this
arbitrary draping and loose adjust
ment to the figure there is no lack
of elegance in the fashionable ap
parel of today.
One may embody
these style features in a garment like
the little coat shown here in a mari-

mid-summer wear. The airiest of
gowns is not crushed by them, they
are easily slipped on or off, and they
-are cool and crisp looking. Like linen
they are prone to become wrinkled
arid must be occasionally dampened
and pressed with a warm iron. It is
said the most satisfactory way to
dampen a taffeta' /garment is to hang
it near an open wu.dow or door on a
•rainy day. and allow it to pick up
moisture from the air. It should be
pressed under a th'jji dean cloth.
The three views given of the coat
pictured here show dearly 'the out
lines of the garr;snt and may be
taken as a criterr a. in the matter of
shaping the popular summer coats of
taffeta.
J U L| AL>OTTOM LEV.

Enterpri.se ads pay.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

STATE OF MAINE

Our Big

STATE PRIMARY

Muslin Underwear
Sale

The following is a list of SOCIALIST candidates to be voted for in York County ht the State Primary Election to be held June 15, 1914.
Make a cross X m the square to the right of the name of the person you wish to vote for. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked for
each office. Add names by writing or pasting stickers in blank spaces and mark X to right of such names. Do not erase names.

For Governor

Vote for ONE

Vote for ONE

For Sheriff

PERCY F. MORSE, Portland

With the arrival of Summer weather, we
announce the arrival of a big consignment of
Muslin Underwear
For State Auditor

Vote for ONE

HANS J. P. ENEMARK, Portland

Corset Covers,

19c to $1.00 each

Camersoles,

50C to $1.00 each

Drawers,

Sc to 50c

Night Robes, a 50c value,

; 39c
A $1 Seersucker Robe, 49c, and others at 59c, 69c,

Vote for ONE

For County Commissioner

79c, 89c, 98c, $1.19, $1.25, $[.50, $1.75 and $2.00^
For Representative to Congress

Combination Garments, 49c, 59, 75c, 79c, 89c, $1:00, ,

Vote for ONE

$1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $2.98 and $3.25
Skirts,
I
25c to $3.50 each

HARRY T. PINKHAM, Portland .

$1.00 to $2.50 each

Princess Slips,

' For State Senators

See the New “Yankee Girl” Coats,
the Very Latest

Vote for THREE

Made ot lawn, selling in large cities at $2.00
Vote for ONE

For County Treasurer

Our price $1.25

THE BARGAIN STORE
For County Attorney

, Vote for ONE

EVERETT M. STAPLES
146 MAIN STREET. BIDDEFORD

For Register of Deeds

Vote for ONE

I FROM THE BEAR’S PAW |
&

By ANNIE HINRICHSEN.
_________ L

of the case and if she cared for him
at all, she would accept a hard-work
ing, poor man.
He watched her aS she prepared
the evening meal and a sudden re
solve took possession of him.
"It looks awful homelike to see you,
S
By MAURICE SMILEY.
$
around the old place, Millie,” he said.
.............
"I’ve got something on my mind that
About the only reason for calling I have had there for a long time.”
She paused in the act of taking the
him “Biddy” was that he was such a
“mother boy,” as most of the folks biscuits from the oven and possibly
the heat from the stove made her
in the neighborhood called him.
Nof that they looked down on him face flush.
“I know I ain’t good enough for
for being so devoted to his mother.
That is, those whose opinion really you,” he went on, bluntly. "I haven’t
amounted to anything. Of course had any education. I’ve just been
some of the light-heads made fun of taking care of mother ever since I
a man of twenty-five still “tied to was a boy and I halnt had the chance
his mother’s apron strings,” as they that lots of young men have had.
rang the changes on the old cheap You know what the old place • is.
witticism. Tom didn’t care for that. There ain’t much to be made out of it.
Perhaps, however, he really did care It wouldn’t support three people very
after Millie Lee took the district well, specially when one of ’em has
school. , He didn’t want her to make been used to better, things.”
Millie was nervously setting the
fun of him.
table by this time. She nodded as he
After Tom’s father had worn him paused, but neither of them noticed
self out on the old place and had the disheveled figure peering in the
been gathered to his fathers, Tom’s doorway, the eyes wild with fever.
two brothers and sisters had “married
"I don’t mind telling you, Tom, that
off” one by one. But he stayed on, I would marry you if it was not for
wringing by unremitting industry a your mother. There isn’t enough for
scanty living from the rocky soil.
us all. You will have to do something
If Tom had ever given any thought about her.’”
to setting up a home of his own, he
Perhaps she put the test badly, for
had resolutely banished it.
Tom thought she really meant that he
- “It’s a shame, Tom,” said, his moth must give up his mother and let her
er, wistfully, “that you should be tied shift for hepself. The thought cut
down here on this old place to an old him like a knife and he stared out
woman, when you ought to be setting into the night too pained to say any
up a home of your own.”
thing for a time.
“Air right, then,” he replied, with a
“I can’t do that, Millie,” he said
smile, “I’ll bundle you off to the poor slowly. “I can’t leave my old mother
house and strike out for the city.”
—not even for you. I didn’t think you
Then he caught his mother up In was that kind. I thought you was dif
his arms and said, tenderly:
ferent.”
“Never you mind, mother, I’m not
Before she could explain Tom had
worrying about it and why need you?” passed into the bedroom, to give a
But all the same Tom did a good cry of alarm a moment later and
deal of worrying. For one thing, Mil rush out into the darkness.
lie Lee, while she seemed to like him
He found her wandering aimlessly
more than any of the other young along the road to the town, babbling
men in the neighborhood; was yet a Incoherently in her delirium about
little too fond, apparently, of Bud “getting out of the way?’
Brighton to preserve Tom’s entire
Strong and tender arms bore her
peace of mind.
back to her home and beside the bed
Then there was the matter of that where Tom was kneeling Millie Lee
black streak down in the pasture. put her hands on his shoulder and
Tom hardly dared to hope that there said:
was coal down there. Secretly Ke
"I didn’t mean it the way you
was sinking a rude shaft, though* he thought, dear. I was only'trying you.
told his mother he was only digging a I only' meant—that—-J—-”
well to increase the supply of water
“That you love me too much to be
for the stock.
a burden to me?” asked Tom in a
Then came the day when he “struck whisper Of fierce joy as his mother
It.” He could hardly realize all that dropped off into a eflim sleep.
it meant when his drill hit the hard,
Millie nodded as she put her head
black substance which proved to be where her hands had been.
an excellent quality of coal.
When he went home that night two
surprises awaited him. His mother
Science Note.
was seriously ill and Millie Lee was
Leslie Wallack, a Kansas barber,
waiting on her.
says that it is a scientific tonsorial
For reasons of his own, he did not fact that whiskers do not start to
«ay anything about finding coal in grow again for six hours after shav
paying quantities. He would stake ing.—Kansas City Star.
his chance with Millie on the merits

&N0WN AS “BIODY” M’REeI
1
I

ODD FACTS *

Manitoba Free Press, quoting Ralph
Connor: “I who have never set foot
A little copper added to steel pro outside my native shoes.”
longs Its life.
Card of cleaning company: “Don’t
A special car for invalids is operat take the life out of your rugs by beat
ed on a Hungarian railroad.
ing them. Let us do it in a more sani
tary way.”
The oxy-acetylene torch has been
successfully used In wrecking a con
FEMININE ACTIVITIES
crete structure.
In an effort to cut down the cost
Some one has figured oat that we
spend more for beer than for bread of living several St. Louis society girls
have formed a sewing and millinery
tnthis country.
club.
The daily waste of the natural gas
Nine women are in the race for the
of the Oklahoma fields Is equivalent
position of dean of the new Delaware
to 10,000 tons of coat
College for Women to be opened at
Newark, Del., next year.
A new plan of street and roadway
lighting consists of placing lamps in
Sarah Bernhardt, the famous French
hoods along the curb line.
actress, is now an innkeeper? having
purchased a new home. She rents
The electrification of the transpor
out the rooms in her old villa.
tation facilities of Berlin will more
than double the carrying capacity.
Rome has a bureau for the care of
wives
and children of men who have
A Swiss hydro-electric plant utilizes
a fall of 5412 feet, which is the great gone to America and who cannot or
do not send back funds to support
est harnessed waterfall In the world.
their families.

The earliest record of needle-mak
In seven counties of California the
ing in England is 1545, and the art is
registration of women for the first
supposed to have been introduced by
élection at which they were privi
a Moor.
leged to vote amounted to between
80 and 90 per cent.
Recent ravages of cholera have
made a great increase in the death
Miss Edith Pierce, Philadelphia’s
statistics of Italy in the last half a
only women street inspector, is mak
dozen years.
ing a topr of the city addressing
housewives on how to help to keep
Banking people are protesting the city clean.
against the custom of washing money,
ft makes the detection of counter
MUFFLED KNOCKS
feits difficult.
Consider the gas meter. It toils not,
The Barbadoes are said to be free
from malaria because the tiny fish but gee,-how it can spin!
known as "millions” devour the mos
Ever notice how polite a man can be
quito larvae.
when be has a favor to ask?

BLUNDERS IN PRINT

—

I

Lots of men who talk basso pro
fundo in a saloon are tenors when
Notice on door of residence: "Please they are at home.
knock the bell out of order.”
Any healthy boy can wear, out six,
Sign in a Chicago drug store: "Save
pairs of shoes while he is using one
your coupons and get an art plague box of shoe polish.
free.”

The reason women kiss each other
A western bank announces: "We
when they 'meèt is because the Bible
make the interest of our depositors says we should love our enemies.
our Interest.”
Keep Posted on Prices.
Newspaper on deceased financier:
If one has any quantity of poultry
"He is reputed to have made $6,000,000
to sell, it is .well to keep in corre
in as many years.”
spondence with some good commis
From a New York paper: “Emily sion merchant or manager of some
was a queer girl, and so, for that mat good market, so as to be posted as
to prices, and not be at the mercy of
ter, was her father.”
the itinerant huckster, who travels
Advertisement of institution in over the country to procure poultry
South Dakota: “Maternity hospital. at any price that he can get the poul
try raiser to accept.
Female patients only.”

£<

I hung the basket on Gibraltar’s
paw and told him to make a bow.
He bowed so low that the basket slid
off and fell at the sunshine lady’s
feet. There was something an it which
didn’t look like money and she picked
it up.
x
•
It was a gold locket about the size
of a half dollar. She opened it, and
there was the fellow’s picture and:
“To Beatrice, from George.”
She snapped the locket shut and
handed it to the tall woman. “This
is yours, I think,” she said.
The man looked as if he wanted to
smash things, Gibraltar and, me par
ticularly.
The little sunshine lady put her
hands in Gibraltar’s fur and shook his
big head. “Gibraltar,” she said, “you
have1 done a great deal for1 me today
and I thank you, old fellow. Even
out of the paws of bears—”
She kind o’ choked then and I took
up Gibraltar’s chain and we went off.

Gibraltar and I are partners. Gib
raltar is a dancing bear. Some people
might say I am Gibraltar’s owner, but
between him and me there’s'' never
been a question of master and beast.
We’re partners, share and share alike.
We walk from town to town. We
have enough to eat, and there is no
sweeter sleep than the sleep one gets
under the stars.
One day as Gibraltar and I- were
strolling along a country lane we
saw a girl coming toward us. She
stopped a little way and called:
“Will your bear hurt me?”
“No, indeed, miss,” says I. “He’s
as gentle as a kitten.”
She cam© up to us and my! she
was pretty. Her eyes were like the
When Snuff Was Useful.
sky and her cheeks were like the
“Some people xhave the knack of
wild roses in the hedges.
doing and saying the right thing at
“Will he mind if I pat him?” khe
the right time,” comments Lord Ross
asked.
\
more in “Things I Can Tell.” And as
She patted old Gibraltar’s head an instance of the valué of presence
and pulled his ears. “I do love bears,”
of mind in an emergency, he tells of
she said. “What’s-his name?”
a dog fight in Bond street, London.
I told her and she said that was a Two terriers that belonged to two
beautiful name for a bear.
socially eminent ladies had engaged in
I made him dance' and she sat down a businesslike tussle.
by the road and laughed and clapped
The distracted ladies alternately
her hands.
made tearful but vain appeals to
After awhile she said she must go. their favorites and to the bystanders.
She dropped a dollar in my money Just as the fight seemed about to ter
basket and went her, way.
minate fatally for one of the animals
It was about sundown and we a blase-looking “chappie” elbowed his
stopped at the first haystack and ate way through the crowd witty a polite
our supper and went to sleep. , Y
"Permit me.”
In the night I woke up. There
He calmly surveyed the two strug
were people on the other side of the gling dogs; then he produce a hand
haystack. A woman was crying. some gold snuffbox and taking a pinch
Then a man said he was sorry; that of snuff from it he dropped a littlevoh
he couldn’t help it; he didn’t love her the end of each dog’s nose. A fit of
any more; change was the law of na sneezing ensued, which compelled
ture and she must accept conditions. them to release their grip, and the
She said something about the love combat came to an end.
of the old days and the claim it gave
With a polite bow to the ladies, the
her. That seemed to make the fellow strategist walked leisurely away.—
tired and he said he didn’t care for Youth’s Companion.
hash love. He asked her to give him
something—I couldn’t hear what—and
The Only Thing.
she said she wouldn’t, it was hers and
“Well, I got something in free of
gave a little»scream.
duty?”
“Oh, you brute,” she said. “You’ve
“What was that?”
broken the chain and stolen it.”
“The English cigarette I was smok<
That wdke Gibraltar and he groan ing as I left the dock.”
ed. The man came around the' hay
stack. “What are you doing here?” / Interesting the Young People.
he asked.
One after the other various state
“Sleepin’,” I says.
granges are adopting plans to interest
“Get out,” says he. “This isn’t a
their young people in attending the
hoboes’ roost.”
state agricultural colleges and uni
Next morning when I woke up I
versities. Scholarship offers and con
saw we werfe near a house and wte
tests, local plans of similar nature—
ambled toward it looking for a break;
all these are turning the attention
fast. It was a big house with a long
more and more of the rural young
porch in front of it and on the porch
people^ toward getting a higher educa
were a lot of people. It wasn’t a farm tion for themselves: First an ambition
house, as I had supposed, but some to secure such educational advan
swell’s summer cottage, and Gibraltar tages, and then a reasonable chance
and I had butted into a house party.
for doing it. By these activities the
When they saw us they called to us Grange is livi-g well up to its claim
to come to the porch, they wanted Gib of being a real and vital educational
raltar to dance.
Institution.
On the lowest step sat my little sun
shine lady and beside her was the
fellow I had seen the night before.
Successful Field Meetings.
Near them was a tall woman with
One of the most successful field
yellow hair.
meetings held in Connecticut was just
After Gibraltar had done his stunts off the shbre of the city of New Ha
I passed the money basket. The last ven, at Lighthouse point. Notwith
person it came to was the fellow be standing the urban environment, the
side the sunshine lady and he was so attendance -was large and enthusiasm
busy talking to her that he never tic and the tone of the day was dis
looked at what he pulled out of his tinctly agricultural, dealing with rural
pocket and threw into the basket.
problems, needs and possibilities.

